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HU Men's Soccer Team Makes
Goal Of NCAA Tournament

\ THIS

WEEK'S
ISSUE

By DERRICKS. ED\\I\RDS
1/,//tof' Staff \\'ritt·r

s

os 01• D.C.

Howard University put on your
dance shoes. The men's soccer team
has earned a ticket 10 the big dance
- the NCAA tournament.
The Howard Booters. who arc
Mid-Continent Conference Champions. defeated Trans America Ath•
letic Conference Champion Georg 1a St,11c 4 2 in an NCAA
to 1rnament play in Atlanta on Sunda)
This Sunday. the Booters will play
m the East regional against the University of Virginia.
In th1.: first half, GSU played with
the wind to its back, but used it to
its advantage.
"I think the wind factor had an
impact on the game," said HU midlielder Marw,m Porter. "In the first
half. we played against the wind
,me.I they played with it, and it
allowed them to have a more
aggressive attack."
Another key to GSU's attack was
the loss of star forward Carlington
Clarke. Clarke wa~ m1ured in the
fir~t seven mmutes of p!ay with a
twisted ankle. The in1ury ended
Clarke's play mg lime for the game.
"It was very frustrating," Clarke
said. "l had a key role. When the
team fell behind. tears came to my
eyes because I kne\\ I couldn't go
back out and make a difference."
I.Ising the wind. GSU scored its

first_goal. Sooter Eric Dejaun was
called for a foul inside Howard's
goal box. setting up a penally kick
for GSU. Doug Liuleton converted
the kick at the 14:32 mark, putting
GSU up 1-0.
Howard showed its resilience by
using its superior speed and talent.
When Andre Virtue was fouled
near the left box, he shot an indirect
shot at the GSU goal. The ball
bounced off a defender before
going in at the 18: 15 mark.
Later in the first half, HU missed
an opportunity to score. GSU reacted to it by quickly catching several HU defenders out of position
and advancing the ball up the sidelines. into Sooter territory. With
the ball dangling from the front
side of the box. Littleton passed the
ball to a streaking David Prescott.
Prescott shot past a diving Kofi
Boxhill at goalie for a goal at the
34:50 mark.
"Going down one early in the
game isn't that big of a deal," said
striker Mike Lawrence. "We have
the firepower up front to come back
against any team"
The Booters used the ball skills of
Keelan Williams and Sennai Cham
to advance the ball upfield. Once
upfield. strikers Lawrence and Greg
Simmonds tried to get loose to
score. With a little effort and e.,ceptional footwork. they found a small
opening. Simmonds, fought off two
See BOOTERS, A4
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Toe Howard men's soccer team defeats Georgia State University. On Sunday the Bison play the East
regional against the University of Virginia, the NCAA tournament.
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President H. Patrick Swygert addresses student concerns at a recent Town Hall Meeting.

President Addresses Student
Concerns At Town Meeting
By KI''-' \Tl~\

MA'ITIIEWS

Hilltop Swff Writer

MODEL.'i.
OF DRESS

EFEAT
STATE

NOVEJ\,1BER 21.

The To""n Hall Meeting with
President H.' Patrick Swygert on
1l1esday started as an update on the
Strategic Framework for Action
and campus security. but ended
with students raising concerns
about problems with academic,
graduate and international student
services
" I don't think my major concern

was answered fully," said Yusef
Madrid. a freshman international
studies ma1or who complained of
the lack of scholarships and internships available to international students. "I spoke to Swygert after the
interview and he kind of wavered
on the issue. I've been kicked
around by faculty members and I
expected the President to give me
a good word. but he hasn't."
Swygert said the government
bans schools from using federal
funds for international students,

but said he is working to solve the
problem.
"We need to take more time to
raise more money from other
sources for scholarships and general support of international students," Swygert said.
Hosted by the Howard University Student Association, the meeting was formed to allow open dialogue between students and the
President, said HUSA vice-president Shawn Harvey.
"Our goal for the town meeting

was to inform the students and
ask Swygert questions in an
informal setting," she said. 'The
house wasn't packed, but it was
a good turnout and our goal was
fulfilled."
Before an audience of about 80,
Swygert outlined progress made
in revamping the University thus
far. As a result of the school
mergers. $1 million was made
available for the Academic
ExceUence Fund. The fund, set
aside to offset the cost of course
programs outside the classroom,
offers a maximum of $5,000 to
full-time faculty members.
Renovations to Lulu Vera
Childers Hall, the Division of
Fine Arts building, is also underway for 24 practice rooms.
Shuttle-bus service now exists
between the Shaw-Howard Universit)' metro stop and the main
campus. Fifteen police officers
are being added to the campus
pol ice staff, and Swygert said he
is revisiting the use of school
identification to gain access to
University buildings after school
hours.
After praising recent achievements, Swygert encouraged students to voice suggestions.
"One of the things I need to
hear is what other kinds of needs
aren't being met," Swygert said.
"No one knows your situation
better than you. You know what
will make you comfortable and
you know what is reasonable."
Graduate student financial aid
packages was the first issue students brought to the table.
See TOWN MEETING, A4
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University Considers Increase In Activity Fee
By B08BY W IIITE
Campus Editor

Howard students may have to recxami_ne personal budgets fo~ school
spending as the Universit) proposes rate m~reases for the upconung ye~r.
At tlie General Student Assembly's meetmg Wednesday. members d1scu,sed and argued about presentations ~ade by ~ can W1_lham Keene and
Dean Raymond Archer concerning the 111crease 111 housmg rates and the
student activities fee.
" • dean of residence life, outlined a number of enhancements the
Keene,
. . He ca Iled 1t
. Ius
. " w1s
. h 11st.
· "
· • . · · planning for the dorm11oncs.
U111vers11y 1s
•
• h
·
·1 d
..
11·
able
TV
an
enhanced
telephone
service
wit
voice
mai
an
Inst,1 111g c
,•
.
d
·
h'f
.
of"ull
restoral 1011
, , weekend custodial services with an adde evenmg s I t
were some amenities on his list.

"We are interested in these improvements for the enhancement of rcsi• h,e
·c at Howard Um·vers1ty,
· " Keene sru'd .
dential
But there was a matter of necessity which Keene said would take precedent over the wish list.
Carpet in the hallways and apartments of the Howard Plaza Towers needs
to be replaced, he said. The Office of Residence Life will be responsible
for making those replacements. as well as compensate for a 40 percent
increase in water and sewage rates by the District, Keene said.
''Do you all think they would really, really, really like it," Keene asked
student leaders about cable TV in the dormitories.
Keene presented his efforts before the assembly to get student input. But
he said he could not speak as lo whether the assembly would have any
real emphasis in the decision making.
See ACTIVITY FEE, A4

Top U.N.
Official
Demands
Slavery
Paybacks
By K ENNETH

RUSSELL

Hilltop Staff Writer
Rubens Ricupero, secretary general of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
said Monday that the problems
affecting Africa and Africans in
the Diaspora will not be solved
until those who benefited from
slavery pay for the grave wrongs
committed.
"It is Lime to pay a human and
social debt,'' said Ricupero at a luncheon in the Armour J. Blackburn
Center. 'There is a moral obligation
because the Americas are the prod•
uct of the plantation system and
slavery."
The luncheon was sponsored by
the Office of the Provost and Chief
Academic Officer and the Ra lph J.
Bunche International Affairs Center.
In his address, "Africa and the
International Economic System,"
Ricupero told an audience of stu•
dents, faculty and diplomats about
the role Africans have played in the
development of the Americas, and
the role the world community can
play in helping Africa's economic
advancement.
"Africa civilizes America;• he
said, quoting an 18th century
Brazilian emperor. "Without slaves
there would be no material wealth
on which to build a civilization."
Ricupero said the problems affucting Africa and the Third World
have historic origins. He said the
trade patterns and artificial divisions created by colonial rulers continue to adversely affect the econom ic and social conditions in
these countries.
"Somalia is one of the most diffiSee U.N., A4
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Brothers Find Strength In Number~i...•

,

Annual Howard Conference Draws D.C. YoutJ;;

. . . . - - - - - - - - . ~ ~ - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j,ent:
By IVAN J. ARANHA
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard University students
spearheaded workshops to encourage brotherhood and show positive
Black males as role models in visible forums at the Brother to Brother Youth Conference.
In the spirit of the Million Man
March, the College of Arts and Sciences Student Council and the
Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., held the sixth-annual
conference at the Armour J. Blackburn Center. This year's theme was
"Moving Forward With The
Strength Of My Brothers."
Whal started as the Boys to Men
Conference in 1991 has quickly
grown into a youth caucus for students from D.C. public high schools
to partake in a day of inspiration,
unity and brotherhood.
The morning ceremony began at
Rankin Chapel with specialized
workshops throughout the day.
Some sessions included Sexuality and Responsibility; AfricanAmerican Values: Loving Each
Other As Brothers; So, This Is College Life ... ; and Career Choices for
the 21st Century.
Christopher Tyson, chairman of
the 1997 Brother to Brother Steering Committee, said the program
was intent on providing a mentoring environment for D.C. teenagers
on the Howard University campus.
"The biggest thing [Howard] can
do is to set a creative example,"
'Iyson said. "What has always
amazed me is the lack of connection of local high school students
with Howard. [The conference] is
an incredible opportunity to teach
them values. education and fun ...
alternatives for their future."
Some past participants have been
comedian and civil rights leader
Dick Gregory, Jesse Jackson and
authors Anthony Browder and Cain
Hope Felder.
Kavin Edwards, a senior legal
communications major, spoke
about "Americanized Africans.•
Edwards asked that African Americans dismiss the European values
of individualism and materialism,
which he said perpetuates negative
attitudes and embarrass African

values in our community.
Edwards said he hoped his words
did not fall on deaf ears.
"I pray that the seed fell on good
ground and in due season an abundant harvest will be reaped,• he
said.
Ballou High School guidance
counselor, Garfield Jones, brought
20 students to the conference.
"I brought them because they are
my mob," Jones said. "I love them
and I want them to live."
Cournclius Fadden, a 17-year-old
Eastern Senior High School, said
he learned a lot after attending the
workshop on "Career Choices for
the 21st Century.•
After graduation he wants to go
into the medical field or be an actor.
"[Workshop administrators] gave
information about future career
choices," he said. "We learned
about resumes and did preparation
for interviews. You must be on
your best when you make that first
impression and have to be a game
player when it comes to business
success.•
After the workshops, participants
attended a luncheon where
Desmond Dunham, a Howard University graduate and teacher at
Archbishop Carroll High School.
was the keynote speaker.
An award was given to Brian
Smith, a seventh grader at Paul
Junior High School for his essay "ls
Every Man My Brother?"
The answer was yes for the hundreds of Black men who came out
to the conference.
The night ended with a banquet in
the Blackburn Center Ballroom,
where many participants said the
day was a success.
"[We] learned about values
and that our first response to
violence should not be to kill ,"
said Alexander Robert s, a 17year-old Banneker Senior High
School student.
"You have to learn and respect
other people's ideas and different views,• Roberts said. "J was
brought up in a good home in a
negative neighborhood, but I've
learned to see past the bad
influences."

Photo by Danner.. Hi/
Above: Darryl Wiggins keynote speaker at the dinner banquet of the sixth annual Brother to Brother Confrence talks abo;
ceedlng against tne odds. Below: Blair Halley recites an excerpt from Farrakhan's MIilion Man March speech.
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Seniors Discouraged After Delays In Comprehensive Exru ,

u

By B OBBY WHITE
Campus Editor

Early Saturday morning, political science
Kimberly Cooke sat in Room 116 of Douglass Hall, ready to lake her Senior Comprehension Exam.
She waited for the proctor. And waited.
And waited.
Along with about 60 other students who
were scheduled to take the test, Cooke
finally realized that the proctor was not
corning.
•At the time students were pretty upset,"
said Cooke, who is also student council
president for the College of Arts and Sciences.
Cooke said she had been in group meetings all week preparing for the test. which

was scheduled for Nov. 8th.
Finally she left, as did the other students.
They decided to take action later.
"We tried to take a vole on what it was we
wanted to do," she said.
Cooke found out later lhat the proctor for
the exam, Nikolas Stavrou, had health problems and could not monitor the test.
The students who attempted to take the
exam questioned its validity, while others
wanted to know why was lhcre only one
proctor overlooking the political science
test.
"We are the only college that has to take
the test ... it seems a bit tedious because we
have to draw up notes from freshman year
and it negates all that we've done here if we
can't pass with a grade of 60 percent or
more," Cooke said.
The senior comprehension exam mea-

sures what students ha\'c learned o, er their
four years at Howard. In the College of Arts
and Sciences, each department administers
a different test corresponding to its curriculum.
Anna Coble, an assistant profcs\or of
physics, said her department's teM differs
from others because of the small size and
the non-optional major courses students
take.
"(It] ,enes the purpose for the department. It gives us an idcn of where our students arc, each department responds different(), Coble said.
After the University gets the test results.
administrators can change the sequence of
the courses to strengthen students' knowledge of subject matter earlier.
Coble said the physics department had
two or three proctors administering the

test.
Students who tried to take tht: political science exam wondered why they only had
one. considering the number of Mudents in
the department.
"Other senior comps have four or five or
even six or seve n professors proctoring the
test and that was confusing to me to ha\'c
one," said Damon Waters. a political scienee mtl.J or.
Alvin Thronton, chairman of the Political
Science Department, said he has admmistered tht: exam for more than IO years.
During that time, Thornton said he has not
encountered any problems.
"No matter what the time is, we wilJ give
the test we do not want any students inconvenienced," Thronton said.
Students such a\ Dustin Ashton. who did
not take Lhe' Nov. 8 test, say many seniors

have ,1 heav) \\Ork load whcn t~
mg.

"Time with ~enior. is real ughL
said. "They arc app lying to
schools or professional school1
really don't ha,c time to rc,chcd;i:
Cooke agreed. She said on tlut
many student, compl.1incd that ""'I
taken off from work or pn:p ~ .
other t:xam,.
\\lhile Cooke was upset that~
not administered on time. ~he
understand why students didn't
take the test at all
"I do not know any other me
your comprehension of bcmg hcrt
years. Besides many studcnl\ \I
sit and take a tt:sl for three houo
m a 40-page pap.:r. •
The exam was n:schcdukd for

President Reviews Request To Increase Pay Raises For Facul
By E LISHA R. B ROWDER
Hilltop Staff Writer

In his State of the University Address, President H.
Patrick Swygert told the Faculty Senate Council that
Provost Antoine Garibaldi is studying a proposal to
increase faculty salaries.
Swygert said he could not confirm whether the faculty would receive cost of living and merit pay raises
this year, but plans are underway for pay raises.
The Faculty Senate requested an increase in faculty
salary and compensation levels from the 60th to 80th
percentile fur institutions comparable to Howard; establish annual cost of living increase; assure that faculty
of the same rank within lhe same &chool or college
receive similar salaries, which would address the
inequity of higher salaries for recent hires.
According to information provided by Joseph Apple-

gate of the Department of African Studies and David
Schwartzman of the Department of Biology, the
salaries of professors at Howard do not compare to the
average salaries of professors at other universities. For
example, the average salary of a professor at Howard
is $70,396, but at Georgetown University the average
salary is $94,449, at University of Virginia it is $84,200
and at University of Maryland it is $78,490.
Schwartzman computed the amount of money needed to raise all faculty who are below the 60th percentile.
According to his computations, it would take $5-10
million to bring all faculty members up to the 60th percentile of the average salary of other institutions.
According Schwartzman, University financial analyst
Richard Weber said Howard had a surplus of $ 155 million after all light bills, salaries, interests and other
operating expenses were paid. The amount of money
needed to increase faculty salaries to the 60th percentile
is only seven percent of the expendable funds.

Swygert said that he had no knowledge of any surplus funds.
Last semester Swygert asked Congress for $21 Omillion for Howard and the amount was approved by President Clinton -- which is a $14 million increase from
the previous budget.
"I want the opportunity to deal with the issues but we
need resources to do it." Swygert said.
Many faculty members were concerned about where
1he additional money would go, and in comparison to
other strategic planning initiatives, what priority docs
faculty salary adjustments have in the administration's
resource allocations.
Garibaldi said the University should be at the end of
its analysis and data gathering by the end of the semester.
"We are at a point in the University where most of the
immediate needs have been met," Swygert said. "The
teaks are getting under conlrol, or at least we arc using

smaller buckets."
Swygert also said that $20 million has
aside for renovations of the Jlealth
library and the Law School library. Ren
of Truth and Crandall halls, which dor
within the Tubman Quadrangle, will b~ u
soon said Swygert.
lie also said 400 faculty member\ ha1e
computers.
"Before spring break. every facult)
will have a computer and peripherals.' S
said.
"I hope that this year the faculty ~ill
solve some of these major issues,' sa••
Anthony, the senate admini~trator. •
strength in numbers.•
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~otesters Resurface As 'Students United'
1,

K. \>V1LS0,

iraJJ Writer

~

, last year's student take over of the AdminisBuilding, the organi,ation called Howard Stu111ed In Blacl, Edu~atmn was born. The orga-; ti.1, smcc changed Its name to Students United
~' ohjcctives.
·
· ·\~atchdog" for Howard students, said Brian
:on, the group's internal factmn coordinator.
, )C,tr, he ,aid. the group is better organi1cd.
J,Llfl and a six-member hoard - each in charge
IC' lunct1ons
\1-C were ,t bund1 of people getting together
_fora ~peciftc c.1use and we did so successful
the senior music busincs!'. maJor. "But now we
t\' more ~1ructun:d."
the stalf 1, more orga1111.ed. Li, ingston said.
_,n111ll be able to mohili,c more quick!) if need-
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"We're just going to be keeping an eye on different
events that go on [on] campus," said Darryl Anthony,
a junior telecommunications major.
"Whenever we see things that affect students negatively, we're going to speak up and make ii public,'' he
said.
Students United also plans to hold interest meetings
and seminars to educate the student body about the
organization while coordinators will generate publicity and raise money.
l\1embers of the group arc confident their new agenda will be a success.
"I feel like it's a good change for the organi,ation. l
feel nothing but good can come from this reorgan11.ation." Anthony said.
Li,ingston said one of their most important projects
is outreach.
With the raction Outreach branch of the organization.
members hope to keep Howard in touch with the community.
"We arc basically trying to keep the community from

thinking Howard is elitist," Livingston said. "We want
to reach out to the community and preserve our standing with them.
"We want to combine forces with some of the churches around the area. We're going to try to do food drives and tutoring services. These are all the things we'd
like to see happening."
Another responsibility of this sub-group is to keep
Howard from turning into a school where only privileged students can attend. Livingston said.
With the rising cost of tuition and recent cuts in financial aid, many students will not be able 10 auend
Howard in the future. he said.
By prcssunng the administration. Students United
plans to make sure this doesn't happen.
"A whole new type of sludent is being attracted to
Howard University." Livingston said. "What is eventually going to happen is people like myself who come
from low-income neighborhoods arc 1101 going to be
able 10 get an education at Howard University or any
college. That's the main thing our organization is fight-

ggling School, Work Leaves
dents Barely Making The Grade
' P \tS I

:.,r gmccrie,. clothe,. bill-. ,tnd the
co,t of tuition ha,e man) ,tudent-,
1he1r time i)et\\een school and jobs.
IJ) ume management is a life lesson the}
> learning.
on to atknd1ng cla"c,. sophomore
H1ll I a le.id m,:1n1111en1ahst and man'.I. hand, general partner 111 ,m 111\c ,t•
p and an as,i,tant to Pr.:s1dent 11.
Sv.)gerl.
manages to ma111tain a 3.5 grade po101
hip~ sufli:r. social lilc tend, to !-.uffer, •
mternational hu!-.incss major
he \\,OUld lik.: to "hang out"" on 'the
h: h olten running fiom one place to
. for stuc.lents"V.ho hmc not been :h
I \\Ith managing their time, there are
available.

Bcsic.lcs professors and counselors. the Center
for Academic Reinforcement offers a College
Stuc.l> Skills cour,e.
Frahon Fletcher, a college study skills instructor. suggests students learn to use time wisely
now because it will he a necessary skill later in
life.
"[Students) cannot he successful in anything•
· work. famil> life or school. without time management." Fletcher said. "M.m) students do not
stud\ other than homework.
Hetcher said students should de\clop a lime
,chcdule that allows them to be flexible, practical and realistic.
"\\Trite out e\'er) thing they [students] do from
the time they get up to the time they go to
sleep."
Ilarold Gray. director of the School of Business
Center for Professional Development, said
throughout the semester students ask him how
to successfull) Juggle work and school.
"I tell s1 udcnh to id,·ntif) the pros and cons ..
and to determine what is their priority,' Gra>
said.

But many students arc prohibited from working while in school.
Ginger Skinner, a sophomore biology major.
saicJ her parents do not want her 10 work and
atll:nd classes.
"They don't want me to fall behind in school,"
she said.
Despite her parents wishes, Skinner works at
two retail stores-Kenneth Cole and The Limited.
"I like to work. I fed I ha\c to work." ,aid Skin
ncr, who is planmng to quit one of her jobs
because she often returns home exhausted.
\Vorking is a top priority to students such as
Skinner, and physical fatigue 1s not uncommon.
"Inevitably there arc tradcoffs," Hall said. "Be
mindful of the trade-off. Look at the big picture."
With finals approaching, many students find
themselves in conflict between getting good
grades and picking up a paycheck.
"The key is timing and prioritizing." Hall said.
"You ha\c 10 kno\\, when to put it on strong."

Time Management Tips
Accordmg to College Study Skills Instructor Frahon Fletcher. a
planned-out schedule enables students to make the most effective use
of their time and incre.u,e their concentration.
The following are some lips Fletcher said can make a difference in
the life of a busy student:

•

Upcoming events for the semester should be wri11en on a monthly calendar.

•

A realistic final review schedule should include a listing of course
titles: dates, limes and type of exams; ar.:as to be covered; source(s)
of information and review materials 110:eded.

•

Daily activity schedules should include everything you do in a day,
from the time you get up to the time you go to sleep. Things to
keep 111 mind when formulating a tim1.: schedule:
•· Making the time schedule requires careful and systematic
planning.
•· A time schedule should be realistic, practical, flexible and
adequate!} balanced between work and leisure time.

--compiled by Aaron Paist
. '

U Student Academic Team Up For A Challenge
gc of ,arious subjec ts and a quick hand

some Ho,\ard University !'.tudents on the road
lion.
a Campus All-Star Challenge Academic
send the best and the brighte,t to lls nationtion in Orlando. Fla .. this sprmg.
dioo,.:, 64 hisloricall> Black colleges and uni~ach )t:ar for this ball le of the m111ds.
i:Udenh on our tc'.lms ha,e a wide variet) of
e, \\hich is what we look for," said team
Rooerta Mel .cod, \\ ho 1s also the director or the
l Blackburn Center. "Some of our student,
. on 10 Harvard, some have finished medical
~ b)

Don Reid. the challenge was created to
educate, teach and enlighten college stu!roogh compet111on. !-.aid programs coordinator
Henderson. Reid is the son of the founder of
1cle, ised show "College Bowl."
dsall-stllf'> will meet at least three times a week
in January to prepare for the competition. The

asorun~

team accumulated winnings of about $100.000 in
scholarships in last year's competition. Some members said the) hope to bring home more mone} this
year.
We tend to be a humble team, but a very successful
team." said Anthony Santagati, who is team captain.
"We never go in looking bad ... we always come in as
contenders."
"They're taught to take defeat with pride and how to
come hack for a win,'' McLeod said.
She said studenrs on the team are corning from different fields of study. which might help the group seal
a YiCt0r}.
"l t11ink the team play and sophistication creates
more mature and sophisticated individuals.' she said.
,\s a two-time all-star coach. McLeod said she also
uses her position to expose hard-working students to
social aspects they might otherwise not encounter.
Along with the actual competition. banquets are held
with live performances by such artists as Da Brat. Total
and Montell Jordan.
"They (Honda) role out the Ritz for these students."
McLeod said. "It doesn't cost them anything. all it costs
is their time and their brains."
T hat is a small price to pay, she said, for opportuni-

ties for career growth and networking. McLeod said she
wants to help the Howard all-stars have a successful
career after graduation.
"It's an opportunity for them to meet CEOs ... they
meet college presidents ... they get to exchange,
McLeod said. "A lot of our s1udents have gollcn jobs
through this academic challenge. They've met their
employers there."
Even non-team members reap the benefits of some
all-star earnings. According to McLeod, students
who need meals and books are sometimes eligible for
scholarship money.
But most of the winnings go toward tuition for team
members like Santagati, who said he would not have
returned to Howard after his sophomore year without
financial support from the all-stars.
"Since then, it's paid off for me to be on the team,"
Santagati said. "I wanted to pay them back by being
on the team."
Now McLeod is asking other students to make their
contribution to the University by representing Howard
as an all-srar. With upcoming try-outs, McLeod said
the team has room for growth. It will pick new members in the next few weeks.
"!fl find young people in the try-outs that are sharp-
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ing against."
Sophomore psychology major Bruce Wallace said the
objectives of Students United show initiative and
insight.
"They have good intentions, and 1 hope they are successfu I in providing equal opportunity 10 lower- income
students,'' Wallace said.
Livingston said the organization will also monitor any
abuses of student education •· such as lack of student
involvement in decision making •· and inform the
campus of any actions that demonstrate such behavior.
"Any type of allack on education ... needs to be
reported and everybod} should know about it," Livingston ,;aid.
Jaco Pastorius, a sophomore in the college of Arts and
Sciences, said organizations such as Students United
are necessary at all institutions of higher learning.
"It's nice to have an organization that has a priority
like that," Pastorius said. "I think we need that in every
school, not just the [Howard] University."

806-6866

er than the team members. they can bump a team member." McLeod said. "We don't travel with the same team
just because they're together. We try to get the best students."
Those who wish to try out must be validated, full-lime
students in a degree-seeking program with good academic standing. Sign-ups are being held in room 134
in the Blackburn Center for both undergraduate and
graduate students. Depending on the number of candidates who try out, more than one team will be chosen for Howard with five members traveling lo competition.
Students must be knowledgeable on subjects such as
art, literature, physics, math and astronomy. All areas
McLeod said can be learned if students arc not afraid
to try.
"[The competition] requires not only a broad knowledge ... [but students should] not being embarrassed by
a wrong answer," she said.
"(The all-star team] forces you to carry yourself in a
manner appropriate to Howard tradition," Santagati
said.
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With the end of the semester around the corner, President Swygert provided the student body and adminstration with a review of all the changes that have taken
place under the Strategic Framework for Action.
At a recent Town Hall meeting, the President opened the floor to address students'·concerns. The Hilltop asked students if they thought the University had made
improvements since the beginning of the semester.

"I thought he [Swygert) was pretty informative as to the
updates going on around campus. There were so many
topics, there were a zillion things he could speak about
so he was limited in time. He pretty much spoke about
fine arts and the renovations they're going through. He
didn't get deep into anything, though. He discussed
issues, but they were issues we pretty m\Jch knew about
them. I can say that he did his job. I see that it was positive because he actually took the time to come out and
answer students' questions. He opened the floor to any
questions, so I thought that was a positive part about it
[the Town Hall Meeting]."
--Shana Kittrell, j unior, biology major

"This was my second town hall meeting. I never used
to go before the merging. I think it was very productive. I had a little more insight of what he's [Swygert's]
planning to do with the school in the coming semester. I now understand about the merging of the school
of fine arts, in which I was a student of. ! learned that
the money that the school has from merging the
schools, there's more money for scholarships and fellowships to provide for the students."

--Tora Nelson, senior fashion merchandising/business administration major

"I didn't exactly know about the meeting. but I also
had to work. If l could have gone, I would have

brought up the issue of the merging of the school
of fine arts. I feel like if the reason was for more
money for the students. how come we're not seeing it. I also feel like why out of all the schooh,
they would merge the School of Fine Arts with Arts
and Sciences. and not with School Of Communications."

--Torry Bookhart, senior theater art major

interviews by Zerline A. Hughes
photos by Zerline A. Hughes and Rashida Harrington
From TOWN MEETING, A1

According to the complaint,
Howard is considered a Research I
institution, but offers few remission of tuition and stipends for students. Swygert responded that the
University will begin the Frederick
Douglass Scholars Program, which
will provide 10, full-remission
tuition scholarships and $12,500
stipends to top historically Black
colleges and universities. Swygert
said he hopes these financial aid
improvements will attract and
retain graduate school students.
"We think if we put that package
together that will enable us to begin
to be more competitive with the
majority of the institutions that,
quite frankly. are going full force
after the best and brightest graduates of HBCUs." he said.
Howard"s study abroad program
was also criticized by some students.
Jennifer Joyner and Arana Hankin, junior psychology and anthropology majors respectively, said
they had to go outside of Howard in
attempts to study in South America and Africa because the University does not offer srudy programs
in non-European countries. Joyner

and Hankin said they were also
concerned they would lose scholarships and University enrollment
when they leave the country in
December.
"The University requires you to
re-apply when you return, and you
can lose any scholarships you had
when you left," Hankin said.
"When we go abroad, we represent
Howard. It's not fair that we arc
punished like tha1 once [we]
return."
Students also complained of limited access to Founders library collections; broken computer equipment in residential labs and the
library; faculty and student conflicts; and limited weekend shuttle
service to Meridian as other problems.
Swygert referred students to the
proper administration for other
problems.
Agreeing to a follow-up Town
Hall meeting in February, Swygert
reminded s1udents of his open-door
policy.
"Since I came here two years ago,
I've tried to make myself accessible to students. Thursdays and Fridays are my open days, and so far
I've seen nearly 500 studenrs."

From BOOTERS, A1

defenders and sent a laser past
GSU's diviDg goalie just inside the
right goal post for a score 1ying the
game up 2-2 at the 41 :27 mark.
At halftime HU made some
adjustments. The wind assisted the
Bootees with their quick passing
style of play. As the second half
began, HU used its speed and skill
10 score. After pushing the ball
deep into GSU territory, the strikers earned a couple oi corner kicks.
On the second corner kick, a frenzy in front of the goal provided a
opportunity for Lawerence to step
in and shoot a header past a confused goalie for the go ahead goal
3-2 with 50:05 on the clock.
Despair set in on the GSU players
20 minutes later. Their offense was
fluttering, wherever they went a
Sooter beat them to the ball. HU's
superior size and strength was
beginning to take its toil. Howard's
bench rose to the occasion in
imprcssi ve fashion. Substitutes
Edwin Chapman, Omar Shakir and
Johann Chong outplayed their
counterparts.
HU's bench advanced the ball
upfield wit11 little difficulty. The

GSU defense double teamed its
middle and left side allowing
Chung a one-on-one matchup.
Virtue dumped the ball into the
right side. Chung used his speed to
outrun the defender and shot a cross
goal shot to the goal keepers right
from 10 yards away putting HU up
4-2 at the 73:05 mark.
"The significance [of that goal] is
it just breaks down a team's heart,"
Chung said. "They had no chance
to come back after that."
"[The game] was good, the team
had a desire to win," said Howard
coach Keith Tucker. ''We have a

pretty strong bench. In many positions we're one or two deep. Two
guys stepped in and played midfield. If you control midfield usually you win the game. "Offensively they played well, defensively
they shut down their offense not
allowing them to pass as well as
they were.... I've said we've heen
deep all year and today we showed
i l. ..
Now, HU is preparing for the tour•
nament. This will be the first time
since 1988 that the team has been
in the NCAA tournament. The
Booters advanced to the quartcrfi-

From U.N., A1

cult, saddest cases in recei
Ricupero said. ''But ho•
people remember that thi
people was a proud peopl1
Ricupero. who is a o,
Brazil. said the violence I
most African countrici
byproduct of economic 1
velopment. He said
economies result in the ccf
the state and as a result. (
reduction in a country's~
provide social neces~iti~
education. This starts a C}'d
can lead to civil wars and
ued political and social tun
said.
Saharan Africa have sa
economic growth since I~
This period also marks I
time since the early 19~
Africa's rate of domestic
has ei,;ceeded population I
while exports increased~
than 20 percent between IJ
1995, the study shows.
"Most African countriei!
experiencing relative polttl
economic stability," Ricur,
"The major problem thC) ~
is a lack of adequate infnisl
- roads. telecommuntC31J11
ments - necessary for l
economy."
One way of solving ~
other problems. he said. '1
for those who have benefi~
slavery to invest in technol!!
human resources for Pl1
African descent.
"I am really impressed
international representati1a
normally speak freely froi.1
of view that benefits Afri~
people of the Diaspora,"~
ice McCain. a doctoral s
the Department of African
Some officials who auei
luncheon included: HOii
versity President H. E
Swygert; Mamadou Mansa
ambassador of Senegal: U
Layne, ambassador of St\
and the Grenadines: E
Provost Antoine Garibai!
representatives of theembi
Botswana and Djibouti.
State Department.
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nals in 1988.
This year's competirioo
HU's fiflh trip to the t
The Bootcrs advanced toll'"
namcnt in 1971, 1974.19$
HU won in 1971 and agair.
But the team was strippt1title in 1972 for using ..
player.
This year is also the fll!i
Mid-Continent Confertc
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was re-organized.
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From ACTIVITY FEE, A1
Now, HUSA, the Undergraduate
As far as the increase in dorm Student Assembly and the Graducosts, Keene said Howard's rates ate School Assembly operate ~ith
arc 30 to 40 percent lower than that money.
many uni versi tics.
"[HUSA) can not meet the current
The assembly unanimously voted requirements of the constitution.
to take the information Keene pre- The president and vice president are
sented to their various schools and supposed to receive a stipend [that
decide on a plan of action.
can be equated to a) full scholarAfter the vote, Archer stood ship, but there is not enough money
before the General Assembly and for that," Archer said.
explained the structure of the variHUSA receives 65 percent of the
ous student councils accordiDg the student activities fee and four perHoward University Student Asso- cent of that is supposed to go to its
ciation Constitution.
executive officers.
Archer, dean of student activities,
Hutto asked the assembly review
said those schools that have been the fee.
merged shall have a chance to
"I hope we take serious considerdetermine their individual struc- ation into raising the student fee,"
tures because the Assembly will he said.
need to rewrite the constitution to
Reginald Baker, a representative
adjust to the changes.
from the School of Dentistry, supArcher then addressed the need ported the increase.
for an increase in the student activ"I attended Han1pton University
ity fee.
and our student activity fee was
" In my opinion, the student gov- either $150 or $130, and we had a
ernment is underfunded," he said. lot of money. If you increased the
The current student government . rate, you would see a substantial
receives the same percentage of the change in many things," said Baker,
$75 student activities fee it did in who is a fourth-year dentistry stu1971.
dent.

When another assembly member
motioned for an increase in the student activities fee to $125, Cylton
Collymore, a representative from
the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences, objected. He said the fee
should not be more than $100.
"Cylton, arc you implying $25
dollars will keep students out of
school?" Hutto asked.
The Assembly agreed on an
increase, ra.ising the fee to $150, but
it wiJl vote on the increase again in
its next meeting. The Assembly
must collect 500 signatures from
students to get the increase put onto
a referendum ballot that is voted on
by the student body.
When the majority of the Assembly left, GSA picked the General
Assembly Elections Committee
Chairperson. After a secret vote, the
Assembly decided Damon Waters,
a political science senior and programs director for UGSA, should
serve as chair. Waters will oversee
the elections process.
Waters responded to his election
as chairperson with a smile.
"I' m appreciative," he said.
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PASS UP THESE
LOWFARESAND YOU'RE
THE T
L.&.......,Y.
STUDENT FARE TO:

Los Angeles, Phoenix, Po11land
San Diego, San Francisco. Seattle
STUDENT FARE 10:

Denver/Colorado Springs
fAIU S SHOWN Aft( EACH WAY

We don't think you'll find lower fares ...any
way you slice it. But they're definitely for
students, only. So make your reservations on
our Student Hotline, 1-800-556-2914, or
give your Travel Agent a call. (Plan to show
current student photo ID before boarding.
Other restrictions are hiding in the small print.)
By the way, hang on to our phone
number. Super low student fares will be
available through May 21 , 1998. And
did we mention you can include a
FREE Colorado Stopover?* You know,
skiing ... hiking ... han~ing out.
Obviously, we'll do just about
anything to make the
decision to fly us...
easy as pie.
•
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Historic Slave Burial Grou~
City Council Candidates
Discuss Issues On Governntent Resurrected By CommunJI
By M. Cherie Black

Hilltop Staff Writer
District residents and college
students gathered to listen to the
views of city council candidates at
the At-Large City Council Forum
held in Howard University's
Blackburn Center.
Holding the forum on Monday at
Howard was a chance for students
to get involved in politics. said
Howared University Student
Association President Jonathan
Hutto.
"We're seeking to raise the political consciousness of not only
young people, but people in the
District," Hutto said.
He said someone does not have
to be a permanent resident of
Washington, D.C. to be involved
in District politics.
"This is bridging the gap
between srudents and D.C. residents," Hutto said. "Whether
you're from South Carolina or
South Africa you need to get
involved with the policy issues
that will affect your Ii ves for the
four or five years you're in D.C."
Six candidates provided their
views on topics such as affirmative action, education and the
Control Board. Concentrating
largely on the District's political
system, the candidates proposed
new ideas for facing the power of
government in the District.
Howard University alumnus
Arrington Dixon. a Democratic
candidate, said he has a lifetime
commitment to D.C. and holds
the knowledge needed to move the
city forward.
Dixion said he supports the
death penalty and also seeks to
help solve the District's financial
problems.

"I believe in a more efficient
government, which will entice
residents to stay in D.C. and
reducing taxes to bring in more
businesses," he said.
Philip Heinrich, a Democratic
candidate, called himself a rookie in D.C. politics. But he said his
views are strong and effective
enough to carry him into office.
He said the most important thing
on his agenda is the state of children's education.
"I'm not the politician that grabs
the headlines, but I will win this
election," be said.
Candidate Mary Martin, who
represents the Socialist Worker's
Party, said she stands for better
salaries and working conditions
for low- income workers. She said
she is in favor of a farmer's government.
Martin said would abolish the
Control Board and fight for D.C.
statehood. She said the poor no
longer deserve to be iaxed and
affirmative action cannot be
destroyed.
David Catania, a Republican
candidate and ANC Ward l Chairman, said the government exists to
serve the people. He disagreed
with Martin's views of overthrowing the government. Catania
said the only way to make change
is to work with the Control Board
to mend the District's financial
problem. He said his goal is to
make the streets safer. schools better and taxes lower.
As candidates disagreed on platforms, some members of the audience said the forum strayed away
from its meaning.
ANC Ward IB Chairperson
Lawrence Guyot, a panel member,
urged candidates to answer the
questions, not slander their opponents.

"You're (the candidates) doing a
terrible job of convincing us to
vote for you," he said.
Some people in the audience
nodded and others clapped their
hands, but remained to hear the
other opponents views.
"Without an education, a person's only option is crime, and
with the elimination of crime
more people will want to come to
our city to invest and build businesses," said Don Folden, a
Democratic candidate who attended Howard.
He said the City Council had no
power, but still has a duty to serve
the people and look at the issues
at hand.
Democratic candidate Patrick
Tayman said the focus needed to
be on bringing Blacks and Whites
together to improve education and
financial problems.
"Get busy and elect someone
who can ' talk the talk' and 'walk
the walk' when it comes to the
District's problems," he said.
The candidates and the audience
agreed on balancing the budget,
lowering crime and improving
education.
However, some people had
mixed feelings about the candidates. They questioned if a new
way of fighting for equality in the
District was what they needed,
and, if so, would any of these candidates make good leaders.
"I ·wasn't particularly impressed
with the candidates and wouldn't
vote for any of them based on this
forum," said Erika Byrd, a
Howard freshman and a District
native. She said the candidates
avoided many questions from the
audience and talked more about
their opponents.

By Angelica Morrison

Hilltop Staff Writer

Raking, pulling, heaving and hoeing, church members gathered to
clean up Mt. Zion Cemetery, a historic slave burial ground in Georgetown.
The Boy Scouts of America and
the Howard University Graduate
Student Council were a few of the
several organizations that participated in the clean up project recently. About 2S H.U. graduate students
lent a helping hand.
"Slaves are a part of our ancestral
history, and it is necessary for the
cemetery to be in better condition,"
said Baruti Jahi, vice president of
the student council.
City health inspectors closed the
cemetery because it was run down.
In 197S, a developer had plans 10
move the bodies from the cemetery
and build homes.
United States District Judge Oliver Gash ruled in favor of the plot
owners, and said the cemetery represented history that should be preserved.
"It's just an amazing piece of history and we need to resurrect it,"
said Ginger Attarian. a history
teacher at Edmond Burke, a private
school in the District. She brought
two of her eighth grade students to
help with the project.
Originally. the cemetery belonged
to a White congregation. However,
in 1879 the congregation decided to
lease the grave site to Mt. Zion.
According to the Washington D.C.
Black History National Recreation
Trail, a pamphlet on the history of
the cemetery, some White families
had their relatives' bodies dug up
and removed from the cemetery
because of the change. The Whites
placed their deceased family members in a new cemetery.

th
PhotobyK~l
Howard University Students clean up historic Mt. Zion zi
Cemetery.
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The grave site now belongs to Mt.
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From A Cell To A Loving Home, Two Women FiDB•
•

I-.
By ANGELICA MORRJSON

Hilltop Staff Writer
Bessie Mitchell is a recovering
drug addict. She started shooting
heroin in junior high with friends in
the girl's bathroom. Mitchell said
this was the beginning of her selfdestructive lifestyle.
She dropped out of high school
before completing the ninth grade,
and became a prostitute at 14.
Mitchell later found herself at age
34 incarcerated. It was in prison
where she met 33-ycar-old Tina

Herbin, who was a cocaine addict
and prostitute.
"She was sent to me from God,"
Herbin said.
Mitchell and Herbin said they lead
each other to the path of recovery.
The two said they also owe their
recovery to Victory Outreach, a
Washington. D.C. Christian ministry in Northeast.
Mitchell and Herbin said Victory
Outreach provides them with a
solid home since they were released
from prison.
Victory Outreach is a ministry
that has churches established all

over the world. The District ministry started in I989 and its members go to the streets and into the
jails spreading messages about
God.
Most of the people these crusaders try to reach arc re,;overing
addicts, prostitutes and gang members.
They hold conferences and rallies
discussing drug prevention.
The organization is dedicated to
helping others reach their goals in
life by building a sense of dignity,
self respect and love for God.
Men and women involved in the

recovery program must make a
public confession to old friends of
their new found faith.
Pastors of the ministry invite
"hurting people'' to live in a "family home:· These homes provide
food and shelter.
There arc two separate houses for
men and women. Today, 30 men
live in the men's home and IS in the
women's home.
Mitchell said everyone does his or
her share in the home by helping
with dinner, cleaning up and getting
together to talk about their problems.

"It's better than any other drug
program,"
Mitchell
said.
"It helps you deal with real lifl'."
Michael Young. pai.tor of the District ministry and a recovering
addict, said the ministry helps people recover spiritually, allowing
them to heal from the inside out.
Young said, unlike other rehabilitation homes, Victory Outreach
does not require the participants to
stay in the home. He said drugs are
not used to assist recovering addicts
in the healing process.
Herbin said she tried other programs, but ~aid none of them were

successful. She s:ud shecfound herself repeating,
mista kes. ft was onli 11
prayer services, Bible 11
street ministry that she P
able to begin her journt,
recovery.
n
Herbin h.is been cleacl h
months.
ti
Mitchell, who has betu
in Victory Outreach forr; Y
said the ministry has giwrl E
port, confidence and l0,1 ~
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Rally For D.C. Public Schools
Produces Low Turnout
By Q.TERAH JACKSON Ill

Hilltop Staff Writer
A rally intended to give parents
the opportunity to speak out against
the District's public school system
Control Boards actions produced a
low turnout.
About 20 people came to the
recent event at Freedom Plaza.
Many of the attendees were organizers; only a few were parents.
The media out-numbered the protesters.
People wandered in and out of the
small huddle of Washington
activists. Microphones and speakers were set up for parents but left
unused.
Don Reeves, elected president of
lhe D.C. School Board of Education, organized the rally for parents
to express their opinions.
"This is a miss opportunity for all
the parents," he said looking into a
near-empty crowd.
Some in attendance said D.C. residents lacked hope of being heard
and that the publicity was poor.
Reeves said the local school system was not cager to create and distribute flyers for the event.
Tonya Kinlow, an elected school

board member, said she blamed the
low turnout on the elected Washington D.C. Ieadership. Kin low said
the "power structure" needs to be
unified in action.
An hour after the rally, D.C. Councilman Kevin Chavous scheduled a
meeting with parents to talk about
public education problems. K.inlow
said the events should have been
combined, and officials should not
feel as though they must compete
against each other.
She said the D.C. City Council,
the mayor and the elected school
board need to meet weekly on how
"to take back our city."
"We're undercutting ourselves,"
K.inlow said. "We're falling into the
divide and conquer trap."
Less than one year ago she fought
to keep her son's school, Hearst
Elementary School, from being
shut down.
Phjlip Blair said when the emergency school board closes schools,
they do not consider the community's needs.
"They close successful schools
for no reason," said Blair, who has
children in D.C. public schools.
Blair said the District school system reminds him of"a Third World
country." He said schools are over-

crowded and children must go to
schools without heat.
Blair said the emergency school
board has not kept its promise for
efficient management in exchange
for a small Joss of democracy.
He said hopefully the Jack of
attendance will not send out the
wrong message about parents who
are concerned about their child's
education. He said if the board
wants to hear the anger issues,
members need to go out in the community.
William Wilson, a District resident for SS years, said he was not ·
surprised that there was a low
turnout.
"[The United States) can't go all
over the world talking about
democracy when we don't have it
here," he said.
People at the rally began to grow
restless and the speakers and microphones were being dismantled. TI1e
rally had come to an end before it
began.
Reeves said he wants another rally,
but would attempt to invite "big
names" to draw a crowd such as
Ju wan Howard or Chris Webber.
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DC: Filtered Cigarettes Are As Lit-Up Lungs:
nhealthy As Unfiltered Cigarettes Rare Form Of Lung
\JCOl,E \VtGGINS

Staff Writer

~lh ad vantages of smoking

cigarettes may be less "enlh.1!l previously thought, fed.lfacials say.
,:, Giovino, chief cancer cpiilogist for lhe Centers for DisControl said that claims that
. cigarettes are less cancerous
a!M•filtered cigarettes are sim1m\th.
ix~ is no such thing as a safe

,~ne," he said in a released
• ·r,ent. '"The so-called Light cig:;3!e essentially the same as
.:Ilg full-flavored cigareucs."
.-.vthers have found that there
:;iny
1 reasons for this occur-

,

·ie bot1om

line here is that
.ih they have decreased the
!'lftCtlllration in low-tar cigai:,. cigarette companies have
µd the amount of nicotine,''
j~. Enrique Madrigal, region:ri.;or on alcohol and drugs in
rm-American Health Organi•

.iigal said a recent study con.db)' !he PHO revealed that the
·rs .;t American smoker smokes
m :!3rettes a day.
:ir
said filtered cigarettes

~oo

made up one percent of the market
in 1950, 50 percent in 1960, 80
percent in 1970 and currently
makes up 97 percent of all cigarettes sold. The reason for this
increase could be related to the
increased concentration of nicotine
in the products, the he said.
Filtered cigarettes advertise to be
safer because of the reduced tar rating of seven milligrams as opposed.
to a 15-milligram rating in regular
cigarettes.
The substances that make up cigarette smoke are health hazards
regardless of which cigarette a person chooses. The National Institute on Drug Abuse cites cigarette
smoke as containing a dozen gases
(mainly carbon monoxide), tar and
nicotine. The carbon monoxide
increases lhe chances of cardiovascular disease, while the tar can
cause an increased likelihood of
lung cancer, emphysema and
bronchial disorders. Nicotine is the
substance that provides the stimulant that leads the smoker to seek
more of the product, the NIDA said.
The Tobacco Institute refused to
comment due to restrictfons regarding minors on college campuses.
Another factor that may account
for the increased risk of smoking
low-tar cigarettes is the way people
are smoking them.

" E v e r y o n e ~-..:...__:.---,,,..,..-==-.,.,..;.---..:........,..,----,,
inhales a different way," Madrigal

said.

Cancer On The Rise

"A

machine
can
measure the levels of substances
in the puffs, but
not exactly how
the cigarette will
be smoked by the
person."
He said smokers can inhale
harder or puff
more often drawing more pollutants in the lungs.
Michael Erikson, director of
the CDC's Office
on Smoking and Health, said how
a person smokes the cigareue is an
important factor.
"By puffmg harder or taking more
puffs per cigarette, the [smoker
gets) the same type of exposure to
tar and carcinogens as they would
gel in a high tar cigareue."
Tobacco products are unlike any
other social substance on the market. Madrigal said.
..With any other social substance,
such as alcohol. only 10 to 12 percent become addicted," Madrigal
said. "TI,ke, for example, 3.000

By

Hilllop

teenagers and get them to start
smoking. Of those 3,000. approximately 1,000 of them will become
addicted to the substance."
Madrigal said there are only two
inhaled substances that account for
such devastating results. ·
"The only thing that is comparable to tobacco is crack, a derivative
of cocaine" he said. ''Ho\vever,
crack only affects the dopamine
system in the brain. Tobacco affects
four times that many systems,
including the central nervous system."

Slaff Writer

The National Cancer Institute
recently released a report showing
that the use of filtered or low tar
cigarettes are to blame for the rise
of a cancer called adenocarcinoma. Once the rarest form of lung
cancer, adenocarcinoma now
accounts for 30 percent of all cancers in the United States.
The report cites filtered cigarettes as the probable cause. The
filtered cigarettes allow small particles of cancer causing agents to
be drawn more deeply into the
lungs than unfiltered cigarettes.
Women, however, are more susceptible to this form of cancer
than men
According to a srudy done by the
America11 Journal of Public
Health, the rate of lung cancer

deaths has increased by 500 percell! in women.
"Prior to the l 950's, cigarettes
were predominately unfiltered,''
said Dr. Michael Thun, lead study
author from the American Cancer
Society. "High tar products [were]
smoked largely by men."

!;Incidences Of
~lypertension On
;Use, Remains
~ ijndetected In
~lack Americans
l
ilb,Y HINDS

, Sraff Writer
dy
ne ·mny African Americans, this
gh 1gi1ing could be the beginod ..tthe end - death by sweet

en (\.
ird ,JS are now learning that
tlOO more Blacks suffer from
1
iood pressure and the condi1/0

,going undetected.
ed :r.11}; a four-day conference
cs, ~m London to discuss why
p- mare prone to high blood
.re and what can be done
i. TheresultS found that inad! screening methods were
1 many Blacks to live with~ing they have hyperten~1xa11h

professionals should

rung for high blood pres.-laid Dr. Elijah Saunders of

!ilmity of Maryland School
~ before a symposium of
!•Jh International lnterdisci:.1 Conference on Hyperten1A[rican Americans.
:ie United States, hypertenilTucts more than twice as
BL1cks as Whites. It has been
;er~byresearcher's and doclid in diverse health pamthat about a quarter of all
fratAmeric:ms have high blood
~e. Very few studies have
~on Black populations in
ill'mern countries.
~ and other doctors noted
atdy one-third of all
arc hypertensive arc
.c of their condition. The
hers said blood pressure
'4tc reduc.:d in part through
~in lifestyle and diet such as
· •salt and sodium intake.
b;,nsion is a condition that
kbl-to kidney and cardiovasd:;ease, diabetes and strokes.
~1io11 is a top contributor to
Western w6rld. Severe
iibyperlension. however, can
;ir..trolled by medication, diet
atttise.
'.tGcroon Williams, a professor
!lc!nal medicine at Brigham
If University, said African

i.;tllc

Americans, who are less likely than
Whites to receive routine medical
check-ups, in particular need to be
educated about the ways of preventing high blood pressure.
·'Many hypertensive Blacks need
to be treated with drugs and possibly combination drug therapy;·
Wil Iiams said. "But one of the
major challenges to doctors was
persuading patients to take their
medication.''
"I think hypertension probably
goes undetected in most minorities
because there is so much more
needed concern, time and money
spent in the medical field for other
fatal diseases like cancer and
AIDS," said Misty Black, a sophomore biology major. "If studies
show that Black people have a higher rate of hypertension then we
should definitely start eating better
and pay frequent visits to the doctors office for check-ups."
·'I think Black people just have a
general fear of organized medicine;• said Alton Caldwell, a junior
telecommunications management
major. "I think if we got over this
fear and kept away from foods that
are high in fat it would prevent toxemia, which is a cause of many
afflictions such as hypertension."
''If we changed our diets to at
least a vegetarian diet then we'd
have less of a need for medicinal
health care. because we would
already be practicing a preventive
type of health care through our
diet," Caldwell said.
Medical practitioners suggest that
around the holidays, as well as any
time you eat, people encourage
their family and friends to take it
easy on the salt and go heavier on
the fruits and vegetables.
"It is very difficult to prevent
hypertension because it is a disease
that is mainly genetic, but it also
can be caused by poor eating
habits," said Abby Haile, nurse
manager at Howard University
Hospital. ''The best preventive care
is for people to control their weight,
their fat intake and stay on a low
sodium diet."

The increase in female smokers
may account for the rise in lung
cancer occurrences.
"One reason that lung cancer
may have gone up in women is
because they have just started
smoking since World War II," said
Rosemary Williams, manager of
the cancer program at the Howard
Cancer Center. "Now they are all
approaching their 60s and 70s and
are developing the cancer."
Adenocarcinoma is also the
most common type of Jung cancer
seen in nonsmokers, Williams
said.
"It's believed that many women
may have gotten lung cancer from
their husband's second-hand
smoke," Williams said.
It is possible that women were
exposed to the carcinogens without knowing the risk.
However, there is good news for
nonsmokers. The study by the

NICOLE WIGGINS

American Journal of Public
Heallh concludes that lung cancer
deaths in the United States are

largely confined to smokers.
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EDITORIAT4
THE JlrrJLTOP
''Make of me always a man [woman]
who questions!'
--Frantz Fanon

Empty Hall Meeting
he HUSA-sponsored Town Hall meeting pie is a testament to two things: either there are
Tuesday ran exactly the way a student no burning issues that students want the presidialogue with the president should, dent to address or basketball is more important
except for one thing: students neglected to put than academics.
on !heir "critical thinking caps."
Many students were reportedly with Vice PresWhat was an opportunity to take H. Patrick ident of Student Affairs Steve Favors at the first
Swygert to town on the difficult issues of aca- basketball game of the season. Perhaps these
demie rigor at the University;..---------------, meetings can be planned
the Strategic Framework for
OUR VIEW:
around students' social lives,
Action; and both computer
Students 0-which were obviously more
and research resources for stuSwygert 1
important Tuesday night.
dents, came off as dorm counWhere were the questions
cil meeting.
about Strategic Framework
It seems the students who attended the meet- implementation panels, which are directly
ing forgot a certain protocol:
responsible for determining the future of the
If you have a problem with your dormitory go University? Few students even serve on the
to the dorm hall president, or better yet the res- panel.
ident director or even the Dean of Residence
Where were the Fine Arts students to find out
Life, William Keene. If you have a problem with what the president has done or not done to
busing around campus, take it to Harry Robin- strengthen their programs, besides fix windows?
son, Vice President of the Administration.
Where were those 300-plus people who were
If you have a problem with student government so concerned about Howard's future that they
take it to HUSA. If you have a problem with The shutdown the Administration Building but
Hilltop write a letter to editor.
couldn't show up Tuesday night?
If you don't know where to go, read the HWe can only thank Swygert for giving us his
book. It's probably in there.
spare time. The Hilltop applauds the efforts of
Do not squander opportunities to talk with the students who brought up the inferior state of the
president of the largest and most prestigious library facilities and graduate student issues.
Black college in the world on issues such as visHowever, when the time comes to ponder
itation and bus scheduling.
changes at the University that we feel like we
The mediocre showing of fewer than 80 peo- were never a part of, students will have no one
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IJnited Nations
Of America

----....:.-:!:' ---=::.
OUR MISSION

As one of the oldest student iJ!stitu.tio,ns at Howard University The Hi/Ito seek
.
eml?ody the Un1vers1ty s motto of Truth and Service
'P
he latest United States-Iraq "conflict" demnation of Iraq.
Since 1924, Jhe H1lltpp has sei:ved as. the watchdog of the Universit. facilitatim
begs a question that few have an answer
But still the United States claims to be carryaccess to information and shn1ulahng ~ri.tical tliought and intelle~tual debati
for and even fewer query:
ing out the will of the international communiThrough. our news coverage a!)d lead.op1n1on-making, we hope to set a standar
collegiate newspaper~ a~d JOurnaJ1sm. ~Ve champion the student voice wilhi
Just how much of a tool is the United Nations ty.
Uruvers1ties acros~ t)us nation and around the world.
for the United States?
The United Nations has no army, but seems to
.As a men1b~i: of the.Black P,r~ss, 1t 1s our duty to seek out news that affects tht i
hves and poh.tlcal being of ~fracan An1encans so that we niay determine our co~
It is not only because the U.N. headquarters are regularly call on the United States for troops.
Without knowledge of ourselves, we are like a tree without roots.
located in New York City or that Ted Turner,
But whenever big business-backed U.S. senawhom Time Warner Inc. employs, donated $ I tors don't like the progressive policies of the
billion to the United Nations earlier this year.
United Nations, they demand that the organizaThe United States is the top contributor to the tion be revamped and lose it funding.
THE HIUTOP encourages you to share your views, opinions and ideas. \Ve publishtl
United Nations, giving 25 percent to its budget.
The U.S. refused to partake in the global warmmaterial addressed to us. and ro11ti11ely edit letters for space a11d st)'/e. Letters as well ns ~
More American citizens hold U.N. Secretariat ing treaty, which called for a reduction of car. ~aries 11111st be typed sign:d 1~•irh full addresses and telephone 1111111bers.
jobs than any other Member.---------------, bon monoxide emissions.
The op1111011s expressed 011 the Edi tonal Page are solely the views of the Editorial Boari
State.
OUR VIEW:
When the United Nations
do 1101 reflect the opi11io11s of Howard Universit): its administration, THE HIUTOP Boanfl
But the United States owes
If the United Nations sponsored a world treaty on
s111de11rs.
the United Nations $1.4 billand mines, the United States
Please address letters and comments to:
lion- more than any other cannot function but as a didn't sign it. Instead the UnitEditorial editor
Member State. And whenever
tool of the American ed States gave a bogus arguThe Hilltop
2251 Sherman Ave. NW
the world organ doesn't skip to
government, then it ment about the necessity for its
Washington, D.C. 20001
the beat of its drum, the U.S.
use on the border between
always calls for the group's
needs to be dissolved. North and South Korea. Never
NATALIE Y. MOORE
dissolution.
mind the fact that North Korea
AD POLI
The Iraqi incident only highlights the use of the is currently one of the poorest countries of the
Editor in Ch.ief
United Nations as an American tool.
world, and United States sponsored embargoes
ERIN F. McKINNEY
The U.N. Security Council wanted inspectors to make it that way.
.Managing l!ditor
to monitor Iraq's chemical and biological
The United Nations, under the leadership of
weapons programs. Iraqi President Saddam Ghanaian Kofi Annan, focuses on refugee
VALYNCIA SAUNDERS &
ZERLINE HUGHES
BOBBY
WHITE
Pulse editor
Hussein expelled American inspectors on the issues, the global peacekeeping process, health ·
Campus editors
United Nations team and threatened to shoot care, food, clothing and shelter.
K.ARINTHA WHEATON
~-en days prior
KEYA GRAVES
Sports editor
U.S. U-2 spy planes patrolling the embargo-cripAnd without U.S. support of these projects,
City editor
pied country under the guise of the United they amount to little. The only time the United
15 percent design It
BIILINDA VICKERSON
Nations.
States abides by United Nations programs is
LOLLY 8O\'vEAN
Photo editor
charged toal
Nation editor
But the position of the U.S. was anything but when they directly benefit American business
ROCHEJ,L BISHOP
diplomatic. While other U.N. members were interests, not necessarily the organization's
accounts
KAREN THOMAS
Copy editor
willing to modify the composition of the tean1s benevolent acts. And when their policies don't,
Worl<l editor
CHANA GARCIA
to reflect a more balanced international per- the United States threatens not to pay back the
Copy editor
REGl'.IIOLD ROYSTON
spective, our government was ready to start $1.4 billion debt it owes to the United Nations.
artwork and
Editorial editor
ALEXIS ff~NRY
Gulf War II.
If the U.S. goyernment is willing to destablize
Copy editor
JAAI'.\E
HARPl-:R
And so the U.N. policy remains adverse to Iraq. the world's only truly democratic and internaFreeStyle editor
The U.S. found itself standing alone in its tional governing body because it does things the
KOBINA YANKAH
Graphics editor
ALAIN JOSEPH
denunciation of Iraq. France, Russia and even U.S. doesn't like, then it needs to be dissolved ..
On
Line
editor
Kuwait, whose invasion by Iraq supposedly Otherwise it will remain a tool of United States.
cash. Classifled,
caused the Persian Gulf War in 1991, said the
MILLICENT
SPRINGS
United States was going overboard in its con-
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Quote ()f The Week:
"\\'hencver we sec things that affect students negatively, we're going to s1>eak up and
n1ake it public."

--Darryl Anthony, Junior 1eleco1111111111icatio11s iWajor
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ime To Give Thanks

but somebody's got
institution? Should we be grateful
,..Someone's got to set aside
for the opportunity to be students at
, ~er pride and be honest.
this institution? Are the people we
;'Ile must come to grips with
continuously accuse and blame the
,ilhat gratification is OK.
same individuals who accepted us
,,,etaside the controversies of into this institution with open arms.
f!Oted students who fer.I
Talk about biting the hand that feeds
.,!by the administration, and
you.
loo!et the noise of rcnov..Yes, I've complained. We've all
ltll:·ringing the ears of stu- complained.
D(iass. Dismiss accusations
But just think ... it's aJJ about tranr,rd'snonchalance in caring . sition.
1> students.
Two years ago, the dorms lacked
~. seriously consider the air conditioning and computer labs.
Ill H.U. deserves some props,
Today, though some may still argue,
the "car• has made considerably
1:!'dit.
!!er words, a thank you.
great changes in both the selection
~•off my Howard experiand ambiance. Anyhow, the food in
-~a freshman in 1995. l was
the "car• is a reminder that we are
,!ltely appreciative of this
not at home, and we've got to make
~- Because of its prestige, sacrifices.
~familial essence, aims and
Our web site has turned into a
Iwas honored to be apart of
world-wide tool in attracting stu~") - though I had not yet
dents and others to our institution, hat that consisted.
a web site that did not exist in its
!about those who sat in tbc present state a year ago.
liilSSCS we did- in the very
These changes arc for me. 'When
ff do today. It's about lis1 walk through the Division of Fine
110 professors who once
Arts building, the roar of machin11!t greats of yesteryear and ery is music to my cars. The cat
nil today's leaders. It's about calls from workers outside of the
~ioodbye to the old Howard School of Communications tells
11koming the changes for me the infamous Strategic Frame:id:O.Xl. even though many of work is a product of students' (and
1ixcst to the adage cllange is
faculty) past concerns, complaints
. adju,t to.
and petitions.
illoot author Zora Neale
All our complaints. dissatisfac1,li.rst Black Supreme Court
tion and struggle adds to the total.tThllJllood Marshall, former ity of the H.U. experience. Without
these characteristics, there would
:.iJOfSharon Pratt-Kelly and
,FHightower, former pres- be no need for student organizations
i Walt Disney Pictures and
existence. There would be no rea;QM,
son for HUSA'.s activism or The
'ocht the opportunities that
Hilltop's publication.
Ju1i,cly brought to the
Because I can see Howard's
_ Whether it be a poetry progress, because I am in some
Nikki Giovanni, a disway the reason for these changes, l
. fe3turing Kwcisi Mfume feel like l can call this place mine .
lirttm Abdul-Jabbar or a And maybe so should everyone
held in the International else. Let us now give thanks ...
•,Center. Howard is the crux Thank you Howard University.
..1cducation. It is the cpito- Amen.
1!iatany learning institution
The writer is a junior prim jour·jXOlide for its students.
nalism major and The Hilltop's
dwe not be thankful for
,ho paved the way at this Pulse Editor.
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1W
oman

March, but some,,JJ a lot of T-shirts. lf noth..c. the march last month
c!:hat gangster rappers know
\!1tl'S very well. Face the
There is something as pro', -rong with Black women
.1is with Black men.
~ the frailties of women
ml by three factors: sisterll.lbungry brothers who wilJ
IC!kupaod the covert manner
l ~n handle their affairs.
'l!\tf, on the day of the march,
~,ere center stage. And they
llld. Sisters couldn't find this
.ral "sisterhood," and their
b celebrate themselves for
, "!agar and spice'' and with\'Q or wrinkle" didn't cut it.
l1.1he march Jacked a spiritu. aproblem they have to deal
l~,1ay. Despite the assertions
lxl: women arc more spiritlll Black men, I query why
.my pick the wrong types of
!trially? What's spiritual
;creaming and getting sweaty
~L;-ons is your pastor? How
"spiritual'' sisters account
iirtual retreat of the Black
from the poor?
li~tua1 and holy are women
~ drug dealers with sports
1111 gold bought with the
ijour dying people?
lat critique of the farce was
· male tenor of tbe fiasco.
l:rp1'e Black women the mind
tr are superior to Black men?
lhc Million Man March,
"111ncn were not encouraged
·lheir love or support for
ClCO.

ltti:110 gel involved with the
\\\iman March. Organizers
c:toff. Hating Black men, in
ilitspopularity via novels and
I.."8 ~Titers, will never do any"\ilr Black women. h 's too bad
~rs did not address this
~~ got any clear ideas. It
l'!'IIIJU;t as Chavis Muhammad

Y. MOORE

A Concept Of Womanism
A family friend rummaged
through her collectibles recently
and found a picture of me at age I0.
The photo showed a precocious me
making a funny face. But something else in the picture caught my
eye: a button championing women's
rights.
That's probably when I discovered
the feminist in me.
In grammar school, I remember it
bothered me to only read masculine
pronouns "man'' and "he" instead
of ''person" or "women" when
describing people. "What about
us?" I thought.
But feminism was a dirty word in
the Black community. 1t meant you
didn't love your brothers.or your
race - or worse, you were a lesbian.
This type of thinking only reinforces the sexism that still exists in
the Black community, which isn't
always blatant or abusive: It's when
Howard men think you (women)
know nothing about sports, cars or
plugging in a cable cord. It's when
they assume you don't like or appre-

ciate hip hop because you're a
female.
Instead, they automatically
assume aJJ women are akin to Betty
Crocker, waiting with bated breath
to do crisp laundry or praying for a
1.5 carat diamond before graduation.
A week ago, I attempted to dialogue with a brother about Black
literature. He scowled when I mentioned Alice Walker. He berated
her work as "out to get the orothcrs"
and chastised me for "talking that
feminist (expletive)."
In a diplomatic way, I reminded
him that Black men wrote misogynist words; Black women didn't
decry Eldridge Cleaver en mass
when "Soul On Ice" was published.
Even some of the most "progressive" brothers on campus fail to
see the errors of their ways. They
sometimes shy away from mentally strong and conscious women, or
they quickly disregard her intellect.
Gender roles have been so indoctrinated in our society that most

men and women don't realize them.
Sometimes sisters accept the socalled docile roles that bind us,
allowing men to decide what we do
and how we do it.
Fortunately, young Black women
are rejecting the foolish notions of
defined womanhood. We refute the
mainstream White middle-class
feminists who often omit Black
women's struggles. We read
anthologies and discuss womanism, a brand of Black feminism
that encompasses race and gender
needs.
Sister ciphers keep me grounded.
It sustains me and my friends
through bad grades, daily stresses
and sticky male relationships. They
go beyond waving Newports independently or exerting confidence in
any situation. These circles are not
"Waiting to Exhale" reincarnations
that ultimately turn into male-bashing sessions.
Women have concerns, too: our
careers and bodies; if and when we
choose motherhood; economics;
health; graduate schools, ...

Contrary to popular belief, Black
women don't only talk about hair,
nails and soap operas. And not all
of us arc gossip hens.
Ironically, a man helped blossom
my ideologies: my father. He taught
me to be independent and not rely
on a man for happiness or to change
a tire.
Part of womanism is acknowledging the women before us - in
grassroots, political, social. educational arenas, etc. - who were not
recognized by our community or in
textbooks.
Womanism includes making our
voices heard and telling folks what
we think. Society traditionally tried
to mute the voices of our mothers
and grandmothers.
Lastly, womanism includes helping sisters and brothers in the struggle for aJJ of our people.
The 11riter is a senior print journalism major and editor in chiefor
The Hilltop.

MICHAEL A. FLEMING

llieMillion Woman Farce
.:: was no afterglow for the

NATALIE

and Farrakhan, the whole thing was
to prove they could do it. Nothing
came out of the Million Man
March, and r expect less from the
Million Woman March. Sadly, there
are so many things such as welfare
reform, deadbeat dads, domestic
violence, unequal pay based on
gender, wives of those incarcerated
Among the things that the sisters
should keep in mind, in case they
want to try it again, are that men
have their uses. Call to mind the
horrible audio-visual facilities of
the Mi!Jion \.Voman March. Independence of men doesn't mean we
cannot be of service. Thchnical stuff
is a guy's realm. Sisters should
accept that some things they don't
do very well - if at all.
The fact that nobody heard anything tluough the speakers is the
fault of women who were too proud
to ask for a hand from a man. The
"sexist" Million Man March coordinators were not too proud to beg
the sisters for help. Get off that
radical-lesbian-feminist bus!
Finally, .I think it is critical that
Black women face up to the fact
that the Million Woman March was
a backhanded breakthrough. Sisters now have the revelatory information about who tl1e enemy is and
who it isn't, White women with
Black lovers. It's themselves (Black
women) who really dislike each
other.
Black men are more open to spiritual happenings with dumb
numerological speeches than to
afro-fcmi-nazi gurus raging against
ever-fallible promiscuous brothers.
My jury is out, but maybe the
cloud over the ill-fated Million
Woman Farce still has unnoticed
silver linfog.

Attacks On Islam Unfounded
Two weeks ago, I noticed a publication called Our of Africa, a
Christian magazine, that was inserted in The Hilltop. After read ing the
a rticle entitled "Crows of the
Arabs," by Christian minister
Derek Grier, I was appalled at the
inaccuracy of the information and
the blatant fabrications presented as
facts about the Islamic faith.
Among these offensives were
questionable references to the
Prophet's skin color, a shameless
reference to his penis, the marginalization of Islam as the "Black
man's true religion," as well as several racial slurs and sexual remarks
he associated with the Prophet and
his community.
Grier then concluded, based on
the reasons given, the choice of
African Americans to convert to
Islam is due to a lack of knowledge
concerning the "truth" of this religion.
As I started to formulate my arguments against such nonsense, I
began to realize this article 'Yas
much more than a poorly written
piece of work.
The autl1or apparentl y deems the
widespread acceptance of Islam by
African Americans as a threat. In
retaliation, he thought it was necessary to libel the Prophet and to
associate the problems of race in

Christianity with the religion of
Islam.
Worse yet, his presentation lacked
authentic Islamic sources and
depended largely on the ignorance
of his readers and the hope that his
remarks would go unchallenged.
The author failed to present Islam
as a world phenomena that has united billions of people despite differences of color.
The Prophet is free of the charges
mentioned above and a study of his
life and mission would serve as evidence.
He spent his entire fortune freeing
slaves and sought protection under
a Christian Ethiopian king, who
shortly accepted Islam after hearing
the recitation of the Qur'an.
The Prophet is authentically
reported to have said "All mankind
is as equal as the teeth of a comb"
and "The White is not superior to
the Black and the Black is not superior to the White."
·
The Prophet even described the
earlier prophets and said Moses
was a Black man and Jesus was a
man of brown complexion.
Furthermore, Allah says in the
Qur'an, "Oh Mankind!! We have
created you male and female and
made you into many tribes and
nations so that you may come to
know one another and the most

honorable of you in the sight of
Allah is the most pious of you."
The authenticity of the word of
God are a much more serious matter to Muslims than the author had
portrayed.
Faith, reasoning and scholarship
are all tenets oflslamic belief and,
as a result, the religion remains
potent and unchanged.
There are literally millions of
men, women and children from
Russia to Senegal who have the
entire Qur'an, as well as 300,000
authentic teachings of the Prophet,
memorized letter-for-letter, wordfor-word in the original Arabic
tongue.
The names and biographies of
each teacher from the most recent
to the Prophet are well recorded
and preserved in memory and
script. Nameless references such
as "Volume 85, No. 2" simply do
not suffice.
Another matter worth addressing
was the author's mention of Islam
as the "Black man's true religion."
Like many Western opponents, it
appears he would have one believe
the Prophet led a pack of Arabs on
a world conquest with swords and
suicide bombers to enslave people,
oppress women and ensure "the
Black man" would have his own
religion.

This is simply not true. The last
words Allah revealed were "This
day, I have completed my favor to
you (mankind) and I have chosen
for you Islam as your religion."
Islam teaches not only is this way
of life for Blacks, but also for
Whites, Asians and all of humanity. As evident by the annual pilgrimages to the holy city of Mecca,
Islam is truly a universal religion
and should be respected as such.
Although this rebuttal may not
completely clarify the many misconceptions about Islam, I hope I
have banished the most shameful of
them. Islam remains to be the
fastest growing religion in America, France, Europe and in the rest
of the world today, but few sincerely ask why.
This faith has demonstrated itself
to be a religion of universal choice
but apparently Grier denies the
ability of Black people to make
intelligent decisions about Islam.
Hopefully in time, people will
accept Islam for what it is.and that
those who reject it will do so with
valid arguments.
The writer is a senior civil engi11eering major.
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A Picture-perfect Legend
Gordon Parks' Work Displayed At The Corcoran
By ADAM MARTIN
Hilltop Staff Writer

"Half Past Autumn: The Art of
Gordon Parks," is the first complete
record of one of the 20th century's
most influential artists.
Gordon Parks is a more than just
a photographer. The exhibit brings
together and expresses all of Parks'
talents including that of an AfricanAmerican photographer, novelist,
poet, fi[m maker and composer -justly labeled a legend in his own
time.
The results of this exhibit are a
rich tapestry of not only one man's
history, but the history of an entire
world. The exhibit begins by displaying some of Parks' most recent
works of stunning, abstract color
photography aided by computer
graphics. It then moves into the
world of black and white of Kansas

in the early I940's. These early
photos of Parks' youth display his
ability lo convey feelings of poverty, despair and racism through
artistry.
Parks' first major assignment as a
professional photographer was with
the Farm Security Administration.
His work with the FSA Jed him to
Washington, D.C., where he documented life from the Depression ;o
before World War II.
During his time in the District,
Parks created one of his most
famous photographs, "American
Gothic, 1942." The photo depicts a
proud, dignified African-American
woman posed similar to the farmer
from Grant Woods' "American
Gothic, 1930." However, instead of
the barn as a backdrop and a
grasped pitchfork, the woman
stands before the American flag
holding a mop.
After working for the FSA, Parks

moved on and began documenting
the people of America's Atlantic
seaboard from Maine to Florida.
These photos brought the plight of
the working-class American to the
attention of the rest of the country.
Finally in l 948, Parks began his
career at LIFE magazine, where he
remained until 1970. Some of the
assignments he covered during this
time were photographic essays
about a Harlem gang (1948), segregation in the South (1956), an
impoverished Brazilian family
(1961). the Black Muslims (1963)
and poverty in America ( 1967).
Parks was able to relay to the world
the complex interactions which take
place within society concerning the
different aspects of human nature
through the collection of these photographs.
It is Parks' ability to invoke concern and compassion for the world's
underprivileged. His style of taking
a single subject's unique story and
making it the story of an entire
subculture is one of his lasting contributions to the field of photojour-

nalism and humanity.
During the 1960's, Parks also
became involved in writing and
film making. His works include the
novels "The Learning lree," "A
Choice of Weapons" and the film
"Shaft." Parks also wrote and composed a ballet about the life of Martin Luther King Jr. entitled "Martin."
The entire Gordon Parks exhibit is
a treasure which should be enjoyed
by all of those who wish to gain a
greater understanding of life during
the 20th century. The exhibit presents the viewer with both visually
appealing art and an appreciation
for the many differences foun(I
within our world.
"Half Past Autumn: The Art of
Gordon Parks" can be seen at the
Corcoran Art Gallery, 500 17th St.,
through Jan. 1 I. The exhibit also
features special discussions, lectures, films and music. For more
information, call (202) 639-1727.
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'Blues' CaP.tures Reality Of Black
Life In Harlem During Depression
By ANGELA

H ARPER

Hilltop Staff Writer

Biographical
Musical Shares
Billie's Blues
By JANINE HARPER
FreeStyle Editor
"Lady sings the blues. she's got
them bad, she feels so sad and now
the world will know she's never
going to sing them no more."

-- Bi1lie Holiday
Billie Holiday attempted to
escape from the pressure of stardom and abusive men through
alcohol and her reliance on manjuana before moving on to opium
and heroin. This escape proved to
be fatal. Holiday died of a heroin
overdose in 1959.
"Ms. Holiday's Blues,• a play
written and directed by Sidney
Porter, chronicles her life of blues
filled with drugs, fast living and
no-good men. The play portrays
Holiday as a sensitive young
woman looking only for love.
The point of catharsis comes
when Holiday tells her cheating
boyfriend: "I don't want a pimp or
a lover. I want the real thing."
The "real thing• she was speaking of eluded her for her life and
would play out in her songs -- love.

Holiday's songs often focused on
the pursuit and loss oi IO\e.
Although Holiday received international acclaim and won the love
of fans, lack of love in her personal life would send her spiraling
downwards into an abyss of alcohol and drug abuse.
The final scene of the play shows
Holiday with her signature white
gardenia perched over her ear as
she sings before Carnegie Hall.
The meaning of some of Holiday's popular songs were interpreted through dance during the
performance. In one powerful
scene, Holiday has been checked
into a detox clinic. She hears a
noise and asks, "Who is it?" Suddenly a dancer in blue carrying a
blue chair appears as Heartache,
while Holiday belts out an authentic rendition of "Good Morning
Heartache."
The jau. musical will run at the
Publick Playhouse during NO\~ 2830.
For tickets and information call
(301) 277-1710.

"Blues for an Alabama Sky" written by Pearl Cleage and directed by
Al Freeman Jr., focuses on the tragic relationships of five c lose
friends, through an intimate portrayal of their Jives through their
hopes, sometimes deferred dreams
and the fears that threaten to break
them apart.
The scene is Harlem, 1930, when
the creative flourish of the Harlem
Renaissance was being overtaken
by the harsher realities of the Great
Depression. Famous figures like
Josephine Baker, Langston Hughes,
Marcus Garvey and the Rev. Adam

Clayton Powell are used lo give the
story historical context.
This drama introduces its audience to Angel Allen (Jammie Paterson and Susan A. Watson), the slarry-eyed, down-and-out Cotton Club
chanteuse; Guy Jacobs (Ky-Moni
Abraham and Benjamin A. Dukes),
Angel's costume designer and
roommate who dreams of working
with Josephine Baker in Paris;
Delia Patterson (Sarah Hambrick
and Janis McDavid), Angel and
Guy's neighbor and a social worker for Margaret Sanger's family
planning clinic; Sam Thomas
(William Matheny Jr. and Gregory
A. Reid), a dedicated Harlem doctor who likes to "let the good times
roll;" and Leland Cunningham

(Hasani Issa and Jeremy K. Manzay), a down-home country boy
trying to escape his tragic past in
Alabama.
Issues not often discussed in the
1930s African-American community such as homosexuality, birth
control, aborlion, premarital sex
and Black-on-Black crimes are
addressed in this powerful drama.
As an openly gay man, Guy does
not struggle with the issue of his
sexuality. Instead he is often forward about who he is. which
becomes a point of conflict between
him and Leland, as well as the society that does readily accept "his
kind."
The play is performed in The
Howard University En,ironmental

Theater, located in Lui
Childers Hall. The theat11
seating capacity of onl)
gives a quaint. up-closesonal dimension and am ·
the play. It adds an even
mate portrayal of the comp)
of five individuals whoseli
intertwined with the greJt
and artists of the Harlem
sance.
"Blues for an Alabama
run through Nov. 22 with
mances at 7·30 p.m. in
ronmental Theater Studen:
sion is S7.50 and general
is $ I 2.50. Tickets are a1
the Cramton
office.

Black Fashion Museum

lHE

Bl"CK
FASHION
MUSEUM
The Black Fashion Museum opened its doors to its four-story brownstone in Harlem under its founder and director Mrs. Lois K. Ah:xa~
Holding more than 5.500 garments and other memorabilia ranging from the designs of nameless Black slaves to the creations of such notabled1(
ers as the late Paris-based designer Patrick Kelly, the museum spotlighted Blacks' contributions to the American Fashion industry for over 15~
Last December, however, the Harlem Museum closed its doors and thememorabilia was moved to Washington's Black Fashion Museum. Thi
Fashion Museum is located at 2007 Vermont Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20001. For a tour or exhibit information call 202-667-0741.
-Compiled by Erika ¾vrtham
-Photos by Belinda Vickerson

Frankie Beverly, Maze To Welcome Generations Of Washington Fan
By BOBBY WHITE
Campus Editor

What a name -- Frankie Beverly.
He's first name was originally
Howard, but after he saw Frankie
Lymon and The Toenagers on 'The
Ed Sullivan Show," he was hooked
to music and a new identity.
Beverly has been wooing crowds
for more than 30 years, yet his looks
and performances are comparable
to today's young bands.
Beverly, along with the Maze
band, will continue his legacy next
weekend at Constitution Hall,
accompanied by actor and comedian Tommy Davidson, who is native
to Washington, D.C.

Maze, under Beverly's
THF'
(;R("AT£ST
H f T S
creative direction and
0 "
leadership, has had over
20 top 40 hits starting
with the 1977 release
"While I'm Alone." The
group's latest hit was the
1990 soulful album,
"Songs of Love."
Beverly and Maze made
their first trip to the United Kingdom in l 981,
establishing a unique
bond between the eight
members of the band.
r ' • T .., • • ., c
F • • ., • , •
" < ~ < • , v
"It was unbelievable to L.-------------------------------me," Beverly said. "I was
Photo courtesy Capitol Records
looking for Black folks to
be at the shows because The album cover for "The Greatest Hits Of Maze featuring Frankie Beverly."
that's basically who makes

up our audiences here (in the
United States), and when I looked
out there, I saw a crowd that was
99 percent White, grooving, dig.
. ,.
gmg our music.
In addition to his personal accolades, Beverly has aided a group
of stars when they were struggling for a chance in the limelight.
"We took Anita Baker out as our
opening act on her first national
tour and did the same thing with
Regina Belle and Toni Braxton,"
Beverly said. Beverly, who dons a
cap during all performances, said
fans can expect an electrifying
performance from him and M.ue.
"Man, it blows me away that our
logo has caught on and that people even have a 'thing' about my

hat. which has become alm
personal trademark.• he sa:d
Adding to the evening',
tainment is Davidson. who';
up roots can be linked 10~
shows for Patti LaBelle, K"
and Luther Vandross. lfa 11style pfjokes and impre:>$i(lil
entertained audiences si•
onset in the l 980s. Dai jd;.1
rcntly stars on the Fox tek\l
com, "Between Brolhe~-•
Beverly and Maze, Da\id>
special guest William r(0.1ijl
perform at Constitution Hllli
Thanksgiving weekend oosJ~
day. Nov. 29 at 8 p.m. and
Nov. 30 at 7 p.m.
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Arts, Entertain111ent, Nightlife
[n The District, aryland,Virginia ~
{l111a11ces
,final performance of
dCleage's "Blues For An
_ama Sky" concludes
ila); Nov. 22 in the Envi:rental Stage Space The' Performances begin at
tp.m. Tickets are availll the Cramton Auditori~ Office. Student tick$7.50, adults $12.50.
theater is located on
pd' campus in the Colter Arts & Sciences Divic{Fine Arts Building on
~t floor.
PULSE)
t Place

features Ron
ivEvidcnce tonight
.h Sunday. Discount
-.s for this performance
112. Carla & Company
f(lform Dec. 6 and 7.
ra

times are Saturdays at 8 p.m., begin at 7:30 p.m. All seats
Sundays at 7 p.m. and weekare $15. For more information, call (202) 467-4600.
end matinees at 2 p.m. Stu· The Kennedy Center is locatdent discount tickets availed at 2600 F St., N.W
able. For more information,
call (202) 628-616 I. The
National Theatre is located at The Kennedy Center presents
1321 Pennsylvania Ave.,
The Nation's Capital DistinN.W.
guished Speakers Series. On
Dec. 1, Bill Cosby will be
honored at the Kennedy Cen"The Harlem Nutcracker,"
choreographed by Donald
ter's Concert Hall. Tickets
Byrd, will be performed Dec. are $40. For more informa3-6 at 8 p.m. and Dec. 6-7 at
tion call the Speakers Series
2 p.m. at George Mason Uni- Hotline at (202) 828-TALK.
versity's Center for the Arts.
The Kennedy Center is located
at 2600 F St., N.W
Ticket prices range from
$12-40. For more information, call (202) 833-9800.
"Ms. Holiday's Blues: The
The univers ity's Center for
Billie Holiday Musical" is
playing Nov. 28-30 at the
the Arts is located on BradPublick Playhouse. For more
dock and Ox roads in Fairinformation, cal1 (301) 277fax, Va.
1710. The Publick Playhouse
The pren1iere of a new play
is located at 5445 Landover
Rd., Cheverly, Md.
(See PULSE)
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Exhibits
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Washington's only Black doll
show returns with "Dolls of
Color on Parade: A Black
Doll Show," tomorrow at
Armory Place. Over 65
selected doll artists and
retailers will display and sell
thousands of one-of-a-kind
antique, limited edition dolls.
The show is scheduled for 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. Armory Place
is located at 925 Wayne Ave.
in downtown Silver Spring,
Md. For more information,
call (202) 726-8931. Admission is $4.
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Photo by Gordon Parks

"!!lean Gothic, Washington, D.C., 1942," is one of Gordon
llsmost famous paintings on exhibit in "Half Past Autumn:
,Art Of Gordon Parks."

·m information. caJI
. 269-1600. Dance Place
t:ted at 3225 Eighth St.,

1e.
n-

rs.

ck

Kennedy Center offers
;erformances daily on
l:llennium Stage at 6
So tickets are required.
1:list of updated perforti,. call (202) 467-4600.
Kennedy Center is locat1600 F St., N.W.

tlhakespeare Theatre
4lts 'Othello" through
.tShow times are Tues1.1d Wednesdays at 7:30
· •e~cept Dec. 2 and 24):
my -Oday through Saturday at
~(except Nov. 27 and
ter- llS); Saturdays and SunncJ.
at 2p.m.; Sundays at
ing
p.m. (except Dec. 14
,G t!l,and Jan. 4); Wednes~ue
ave Jlalinees at 12 p. m. on
16,Dec.3, l0and 17.
his
;ur· 1.tbare $13.50-$49.50
sit·
,scounts for students.
'llOre information, call
and '.1393-2700. The Shake.viii ...-eToeatre is located at
·ing
tur· Seventh St., N. W
day,
\1aaJ Theatre presents the
.award-winning "Bring
1
1laNoise, Bring In 'Da
~'November 5-30. Show

s

by Anna Devere Smith
("L.A. is Burning") debuts at
the Arena Stage. "House
Arrest: First Edition" runs
through Jan. 4. For more
information, call (202) 4883300. The Arena Stage is
located at 1101 Sixth St.,

s.w.
The Howard University
Commuhity Choir will have a
Thanksgiving Concert Sunday, Nov. 23, 1997 at the
Andrew Rankin Memorial
Chapel. Performance begins
at 6 p.m. Admission is free .
The chapel is located on
Howard's campus.
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," adapted and
directed by David H. Bell,
runs through Jan. 4 at Ford's
Theatre. For more information, call (202) 347-4833.
The theatre is located at 511
10th St., N.W.
Billy Taylor's Jazz at the
Kennedy Center will be featured throughout the year.
Special guests will be featured for each performance.
Saxophonist and top
jazz/R&B band leader David
"Fathead" Newman performs
Nov. 24. Both performances

•

"Ansel Adams, A Legacy,"
opens today at the National
Museum of American Art.
This exhibit focuses on one
of the best known American
landscape photographers
exhibiting 115 prints. The
exhibit runs through March
29, 1998. For more information, call (202) 357-2627.
The museum is located at
Eighth and G streets, N.W.
Admission is free.

Photo courtesy of Columbai Records

Earth, Wind & Fire are ~ rforming at Constitution Hall.

accompanied by literary
excerpts from Toni Morrison
and other writers. The exhibit
runs through Jan. 5. For more
information, call (202) 3574600. The Gallery is located
at 900 Jefferson Dr., S.W.
Admission is free.

grams, hands-on art workshops and celebrations will
be offered. For program
information. call (202) 6391725. The Corcoran Gallery
is located at 500 17th St.,
N.W. Admission is free.
(See PULSE)

The Black Fashion Museum
presents "A Salute to Black
Fashion Griot: Lois K.
Alexander-Lane," the founder
of the museum, through
March. Exhibit panel's spotlight Anne Lowe, Elizabeth
Keckley, Patrick Kelly, Bill
Washington, Edward Burke,
Tony Anyiam and other
Black fashion designers. The
museum is open by appointment only. Open house is
tomorrow. For more information, call (202) 667-0744.
The museum is located at
2007 Vermont Ave., N.W.
Donations requested.

"The Poetics of Line," by the
seven artists of the Southeastern Nigerian Nuskka Group,
feature 64 paintings, drawings, prints, wood sculptures
and mixed-media works dating from the 1960s to the
present. For more information, call (202) 357-4600.
The museum is located at
950 Independence Ave., S.W.
Admission is free.

African-American photogra-

"Wade in the Water: AfricanAmerican Sacred Music Traditions" will be at the National Museum of American
History through Dec. 7. The
exhibit traces the growth of
this form of music from its

Book Si~nin~s

Vertigo Books sponsors book
signings featuring up-andcoming and famous authors.
For a schedule of guests and
special locations, call (202)
429-9272. Vertigo Books is
located at I 337 Connecticut
Ave., N.W Admission for all
other events are free.
In Concert

Cramton Auditorium will
feature Patti LaBelle live in
concert tomorrow in a benefit
sponsored by Flori Robbers
Cosmetics. Proceeds benefit
cancer research and scholarship funds. Cramton's box
office opens at 10 a.m.
tomorrow for more information or ticket purchases.
Cramton is located on
Howard University's campus.
"The Rhythm of Love Tour,"
starring Will Downing, Regina Belle and Boney James,
will take place this Sunday,
Nov. 23 at 7 p.m. at Constitution Hall, located on 1776 D
St., N.W Ticket prices are
$35.

"With these Hands: AfricanAmerican Men and the Quilting Tradition" will open Sunday at the Anacostia Museum
and Center for AfricanAmerican History and Culture. Marking the reopening
of the museum's renovation
project, 25 quilts will be on
display made by AfricanAmerican men from across
the country. For more information, call (202) 357-2627.
The museum is located at
1901 Fort Place, S.E.

Puff Daddy and the Family,
featuring Lil' Kim, Mase,
112, Lil' Cease, The Lox and
special guests Busta Rhymes,
Foxy Brown, Usher, Jay Z
and Kid Capri, perform Nov.
28 at 7:30 p.m. at USAirways
Arena. For tickets and information, call 432-SEAT. Ticket prices are $40. The Arena
is located at I North Harry
Truman Dr., Landover, Md.

"Arts of the Amazon: Ritual
Feather Art of Brazil" is at
National Geographic's
Explorers Hall through Feb.
8. The exhibit is located at
17th and M streets, N.W., at
the National Geographic
headquarters. For more information, call (202) 857-7588.
Admission is free.
"Seeing Jazz," a panorama of
artistic responses to jazz features paintings, sculptures,
drawings, collages and photographs at the Smithsonian's
International Gallery in the
S. Dill Ripple Center. Works
exhibited by artists Romare
Bearden, Miles Davis, Sam
Gillima and Gjon Mili are

ry is located at 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue,
N.W. Admission is free.

Photo courtesy of Essence

Songstress Patti LaBelle Is performing o n campus at Cramton
Audftorlum tomorrow.

phcr, composer and writer
Gordon Parks presents "Half
Past Autumn," an exhibit
rimning at the Corcoran
Gallery of Art through January. Several different pro-

roots in slavery to its contemporary interpretation in
today's Black churches. For
more information, call (202)
357-2700. The National
Museum of American Risto-

Maze featuring Frankie Beverly anrl Tommy Davidson
perform at Constitution Hall
Saturday, Nov. 29 at 8 p.m.
and Sunday, Nov. 30 at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $40. To order
tickets, call 432-SEAT. Constitution Hall is located at
1776 D St., N.W.
(See PULSE)
Earth, Wind and Fire performs Friday, Dec. 5 at Constitution Hall. For ticket
prices or more information,
call 432-SEAT. Constitution
Hall is located at 1776 D. St.,
N.W.
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Need Ideas for
Papers, Speeches,
Research
Proposals, or
Service Projects?
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From: leooardRobinson
Baslleus, Alpha Chapter

System Administtator
Swiijcom North America
2001 LStreet NW, Suite 600

Re: \lembcrsh1p Intake

fducation R~~rements
, Bac~e·o• ci Scie',<E·1Coin~Jt€r S·t>iemi tr1 "~c'1'1 (11l,lc, 1993

Search the "DIGITAL
LIBRARY'' on the
University Libraries'
home page to find
• Topics
• Full-text articles
• Reference books
• Data files
• Bibliographic citations
• Images
• Photographs
Goto
http://www.founders.
howard.edu/digitallibArt.
html

t

To: Hoi1ilfd l m1ersit) Men

System Administrator Position
Position:
Organization:
location:

,

In accordanc( 11ith the OmegaPsiPhiFratemit). Inc.~auonal
Headquarters. Alpha Chapter IIdinot havt ani membtnhip intake fix t1't
mm1qear o(l997-1998 Ho,1e1er. this~ not mean 1ha1 Alpha
Chapter 11 ill not participatemmembcruiiprntake mthe future For any
qlle-iU0115 or concerns pleasefeel free tocontact Ill) sd[ Leonard Robimoo
at 20~-986-3672 or leonard11bschool.ho11ard edu
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for more information, please fax cover letter and resume to:
Anana Harris
Phone: 1202) 785, 1145 ext.22 Fax: (202) 429-0514
£mail Address: Anana.Harris@Swimom-NA.com
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WIN Six FREE TICKETS
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Hey, good luck. Your odds ore better ii you just visit American Airlines online and check out special student lrovel deals You con enter to win .
six free• tickets, get in on special student fores and much more. W_hen it's time to get to school or time to get away, just click in. And check out.
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rentium II
[NSTOCK

7

266 Mhz Works tation
Intel Pentium II with MMX
5 12K L2 Cache
64 MB EDO Memory
30 Vi,ieo with 4MB EDO
5" .25 Trinitron Digital Monitor
24XCD-ROM
3D Surround Sound
Yamaha Speakers
4Gb I lard Drive w / Ultra DMA
56k Fax/Voice/Data l"v1ode1n
l\.,1id ·rower Case
2 USB Po rts
Video Confe rence R ead y
Microsoft Mouse with Scroller
05Keyboa rd, Surge Suppressor
Microsoft Windows 95 SR2,
·ice 97 Professio11a l, Publisher 97,
,loncy 97 , Anti-" irus Pre-loaded
1-Ycar W a n·anty P a rts & labor*
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SPECIAL OFFER

S2,389.89
COMPARE & SAVE

COROLLA

PIC K IT UP TODAY!!

THE.RF. ARE AFf.\\' SPECIAL THINGS THAT WE CAN
REALLYCOU ~"TOS TOHELPli ACCn~PLl.HALLTHAT
\\T. liEFDTO 00.lllllABLF. DF.PEl-illt\BLE THfliGS LIKE
THE"TO\'OH COROLLA 0\'F.R THF PAST JO YEARS,
COROLLA HAS Bf.COME O~E OF lHF MOST TRUSTED
CAIIS lli THE WORL!l A~D XO\\' IT . ALL·lif.\\ WITH
\IORE PA~SEliGER AliO TRUliK RQO\I Ali ALL-SEW
ALU\IISDI ENGlliF. THATS OliLY \!ORE POWf.RFUL
ITS \!ORE F.CONO\IICAL UP TO 3& MILES PER
GALI.OX HIGHW.W COROLLA ISSAFER AND
QUJETER.AliD BEST OF ALL ITSTAIITT
AT APRICEI.OWERTHAN L'iST
YEAR. MORE CAR LESS
MONEY WHAT A
REFRESHl~G
CHA " GE

806-6656
Howard University

aookstore System
Price., sub ·eel to

,·110111:e

without notice

BLESS THE L0RD, 0 MY SOUL
''Bless ye the Lord, all ye his hosts; ye ministers of his, that do his pleasure.''
Psalms 103:21
•

presents a

•

•

Sunday, November 23, 1997
6:00 p.m.
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Howard University
Washington, D.C.
U.S.A

Admission is freeJesus paid it all

•
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SPORTS
Bison Roundup
Nov. 21 through Dec. 6

Men's Soccer
NCAA Tournament play
Howard University vs. University of Virginia
Nov. 23, 1 p.m.
Away

'

Wolf Pack Defeats HU
Teain 1-1 For Firs
Women's Basketball
Ti01e In Five Yea
Team In Season Opener
By MARCUS

Hilltop Staff Writer

By MARCUS MATTHEWS
Hilltop Staff Writer

Men's Basketball

In a season-opener matchup
against North Carolina State University on Sunday, the Howard University women's basketball team
fell victim to the Wolf pack.
NCSU, which is ranked 25th in
the Atlantic Coast Conference,
defeated the Bison 70-50 in
Raleigh, N.C.
"If you can't put the ball into the
basket, you're not going to beat
these types of teams," said Bison
head coach Sanya Tyler.
HU senior forward Alisha Hill Jed
all players with 19 points and nine
rebounds. Unfortunate ly, Hill's
teammates were unable to knock
shots down from the outside.
Howard shot 32 percent for the
game. HiU crune into the grune nine

Marist Tournament
Nov. 28 through Nov. 29
Away
Howard University vs.
LaSalle University
Burr Gym
Dec. 6, 8 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Howard University vs. Marshall University
Burr Gym 6 p.m.
Dec. 6

points shy of becoming the all-time
leading scorer in Bison men's and
women's basketball history.
"It's great and exciting, but it
doesn't count because we lost," Hill
said.
Despite the poor shooting in the
first half, Howard only trailed 2823 at the half. The Bison kept tl1e
score close by shutting down the
Wolf pack's star player Chasity
Melvin, holding her to six points in
the half. Most of the credit goes to
the defensive efforts of center Hill
and Eriade Hunter. Melvin finished
with 18 points and eight rebounds
Free throw shooting in the first
half hurt HU. The Bison shot 46
percent from the line in the first
half, which decreased 11s chances of
taking a lead into the break.
"We need to go home a little mad
that we didn't do some smart things
to stay in the ball game," Tyler said.

The NCSU offense heated up in
the second half as it shot 60 percent
from the field to open the game up.
The Wolf pack went on a 21-10 run
to open the second half and increase
its lead to 16 points.
Darria Boyd's three-pointer
sparked a short Howard run to cut
the lead to I 0. The Wolf pack's
Melvin started to take control on the
inside and LySchale Jones caught
fire on lhe outside to help put the
Bison away in the second half.
"Fatigue really took over our
minds in the second ha If. Overall I
trunk WC fought hard," Hi ll said.
The Bison will take on Marshall
University on December 6. Hill. a
native of West Virginia, said she
will not be affected by Marshall's
close proximity to her roots.
" Marshall is just another game.
I'm at home when l'm in the Burr,"
Hill said.

Indoor 'frack
Howard University vs. Navy
University
Dec. 5
Away

Bison Strike Big In First
Gold Coast Classic

Wrestling

By K,\ RI NTH A WH EATON

Old Dominion Open
Norfolk, Va.
Nov. 22, All day

Spons Editor

Howard University vs. University North Carolina.
Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill. N.C.
Nov. 29

I

Slippery Rock Duals
SlipperyRock. Pa.
Dec. 6

Men's and Women's
Swimming
Double Dual Niagara University
Nov. 22
Away, 1 p.m.
Howard University vs. University of Richmond
Away. 3 p.m.
'

Potomac Classic
Howard University vs.
American University
Dec. 5 - 6, all day

Football
Howard University vs.
Delaware State University
Nov. 22
Away, 1 p.1n.

MEAC ROUNDUP
Final MEAC Volleyball
Standings:
No. I Morgan State University
No. 2 Florida A&M
No. 3 Howard University

Howard University defeated
Morgan State University 30-27 in
the inaugural Gold Coast Classic
game in San Deigo. The win
improves the Bison's record to 64 (3-3 in conference play) on the
year. Morgan drops to 3-6, 2-6.
Despite having its postseason
dreams erased by S.C. State University, the Bison went to San
Diego with winning on their
mind. Ted White threw 14 of 25
for 254-yards and one touchdown.
Running back Jermaine Hutchinson had 13 carries for a career
high of 115 yards rushing and
two touchdowns. Wide receiver
MacArthur Johnson caught five
passes for 125 yards and one
touchdown.
The Bison suffered through the
first quarter without a score
heforc finding the hot spots.
Sidney Cutchins recovered a
fumble by Jermaine Hutchinson
on Howard's 15-yard line. Four
plays later, Donald Green hit
Tyrone Smith with a 12-yard
touchdown pass. Morgan led the
score 7-0 with no time remaining in the first.
The Bison got their first points
of the day off a 27-yard field goal
by Charles Card. Johnson and
White hooked up for the Bison's
longest play of the year. Johnson
slipped through the clutches of
Melvin Coleman on his way to the
end .i:one. Just before the end of
the half, the Bears running Moses
Cody evaded six tackles and
coasted 57 yards on the first play

of the drhe. With no time left in
the half, the Bears drove four
yards making the score 13-9 at the
ha lf.
Defensive tackle Darmin McK-

Cedric Redden. Redden connected with Johnson in the back of the
end .i:one. The Bison's lead grew
10 23-13. Smith caught his second
touchdown pass of the day with

Photo by Belinda Vickerson
Howard defeat Morga!' State University in Gold Coast Classic football game. The team improves its record to 6-4 on the season.

night recovered a fumble by
Green on the Bears 27-yard line.
Hutchinson broke left sprinting
27 yards for the score. With 6:40
left in the third. White connected
with Marlon Ward for the twopoint conversion -- shifting the
score to 17-13 in HU's favor. The
lead did not leave the Bison's
paws the rest of the day.
Midway through the fourth quarter, White threw a lateral pass to

6:34 left. Four minutes later,
Hutchinson scored a rushing
touchdown from 11 yards out.
The clock ran out on the Bears
before they could cause any real
damage. Smith scored his third
touchdown of the day with I 5
seconds left.
The Bison end their season
tomorrow against Delaware State
University.

N OW
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T OCET
A FAKE ID

Football Standings:
Conference OveraU
Hampton
6-0
9-1
Florida A&M 4-2
8-2
S.C. State
4-2
8-2
7-1
N.C. A&T
3-3
Howard
3-3
6-4
Morgan
2-4
3-6
Bethune
1-5
4-6
3-7
Delaware St.
1-5
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City Pla ce
8661 Colesville Road
Space 0-145
Silver Spring
(301) 589-9620
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Howard University men's basketball head coach Mike
McLecse wanted to sec how his
team handled themselves against
a good ball cluh in a hostile environment.
For the first IO minutes of the
game against George Washington
University, the Bison did a good
job playing the Colonials to an
18-18 tie. That's when GW's
relentless full-court press took
affect and carried the team to a
IO 1-64 victory in the first round
of the sixth annual Red Auerbach Colonial Cla~sic.
"The press hurl u,. We kind of
get away from the things we do 10
break the press," McLeese said.
The Smith Center crowd of
4,123 helped create a frenzied
atmosphere along with the Colonials defensive intensity that
helped G\V pull away from
Howard. Colonials' point guard
Shawnta Rogers was a key force
for the G\V defense. Rogers set a
Smith Center and !.ingle game
tournament record with eight
steals. The Colonials' press got 13
steals in the first half and forced
the Bison to turn the ball over 27
times Friday night.
Rogers also had a big game
offen~ively. He scored 12 points
to go along with seven assists
and a surprising six rebounds.
Rogers , a 5-foot-4-inch point
guard, and Bison point guard, 5foot-6-inch freshman Ali Abdullah, battled from beginning to
end. Rogers. a junior, used his
maturity and quickness forcing
Abdullah to get into foul trouble.
The trouble caused him 10 spend
a l01 of lime on the bench.
"lt was difficult tonight.
(Abdullah] got in foul trouble
early. but I feel he was up for the
challenge. He's a freshman and l
still have a lot of confidence in
him," McLecse said.
Instead of being hurt b)' 7-foot
Alexande,r Kou I. it was 6-foot-7inch forward Ycgor Mescheriakov
who did the Bison in. Mescheriakov led all scorers with 29 point<;
and eight rebounds. He helped
the Colonials pull awa) in the
fir~t half as GW's offense struggled on the inside. Center Koul
picked up two fouls earl) and
only played 12 minutes in the
first half. He came alive in the
second half finishing with 15
points and five rebounds.
The Bison were led offensive()
by Xavier Singletary. He scored
17 points, but struggled from the
field going 5 of 18 and 2 of 8
from three-point land while commilting I I turnovers.
"T was gelling the shots I wanted. I was just missing some of
them. That's just how it goes
sometimes," Singletary said.
Bison center Rene' Harry had a

Photo by EdoU1;'
Men's Basketball loseto
Washington Univers·
defeat srena College 93f
solid performance againif'
mer team. Harry, a traru /o
GW, finished wi1h se1
and eight rebounds.
)
GW wcn1 ahead ea,._
behind the play of Row
had six points and 111
Howard would answer
11-0 run to take the le~1 ~
Singletary scored Sel'er ~
points in that run. ffC
defense forced the Col
committing several lurll
allowed the Bison to.~
into the con1cst.
3
The Colonials came~
a time-out to answer g
own 20-4 run 10 end the J
The full-court press th. I
ed I 3 first half steals c: :
run. T he start of the~
was the same a~ then ·
first half as GW went <
. d
. c
run an d cruise 10 net <
"That's the one good I!:.
basketball, we get a,~
come back out tomoo
and get a chance to m.
selves," Mcleese said
The Bison capitalizti
opportunit) the ncx1
knockinv off Siena CoU
in the con~ola1ion rou
Howard is 1-1 for the
in five Yl'ars. Last ~ea,
the Bison I I tries 10 gn
wm.
"It's a great feeling.''
said. "I though, the team
ed well tonight."
Guard Melvin Wa1,
back with a bang aftrra
game. Wat<;on. a JUnt(ll"
career high of 34 poill'
12 of I 6 from the
Howard to it~ firs! 11,
glctary also contri~
points. The Bison werr
behind the arc hi tung f
and finishing the gamtl.
from the field.
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Vomen's Volleyball Team Ends Season
hird In MEAC Championship

1

kS. Edwards
51,J/f Writer
men's volleyball team
;uccessful year by finishl place at the Mid-Eastern
, Conference Champithis weekend in Greens-

{C
;,lll began

the first round of

the championship with a bye after
placing second in the Northern
division. The Bison then went on to
play third seed South Carolina State
University in the quarterfinals.
Howard performed as expected and
beat S.C. State in methodical fashion, .15-9, 15-6, 15-3.
This win pushed Howard to the
semifinal round where it faced
familiar foe Florida A&M Univer-

sity, the South's No. I seed. However, the Bison defeated FAMU earlier this season at the North Carolina A&T State University
invitational.
. Howard started the semifinal by
winning the first game 15-10. The
second game was a battle won by

FAMU 15-12.
The third game proved to be the
toughest yet. The game went back

and forth before ending in a tie at
14-14. This pivotal game would
determine the winner of the match
giving one team a 2-1 lead. FAMU
prevailed 18-16. In the fourth and
final game Howard's spirit seemed
broken as it went quietly 15-0.
FAMU went on to play Morgan
State University in the title game of
the MEAC in a rematch of last
years finalists. The script was

reversed as MSU went on to beat
FAMU in straight sets 15-8, 15-11,
15-12. This week, MSU will play
the winner of the Southwes1ern
Athletic Conference Championship
for a trip to the NCAA tournament.
No Bison Spikers were named to
the All-Tournament team. MSU
swept the top awards with Jakaria
Stewart taking Most Outstanding
Performer for the tournament, and

MSU's coach Ramona Riley-Bozier was named 1997 MEAC Outstanding Volleyball Coach. Adrienne Lofton was a MEAC
first-team selection.
The season marks the end of the
career for players Adrienne Lofton,
Margaret Lipsey and Ericka Rockwood. All three players played at
least one championship.

ew MCI Center Grambling's Head
~pens A World Of Football Coach
~ports Fun, Fantasy Says Goodbye
IS

;,mey Dixson

·S:a/f Writer

10

s.
ln

5 K:1 Center opens its doors
j ~2 and will serve as the
1
, !he Washington Wizards,
11

·.toq Capitals, the new
yet to be named and
131 ,etown Hoyas.
ck I tried to describe the
•people I hit a road block,"
.er ,rd general manager Wes
:ir ·~olhing seemed to sum
1lf. truly is. It's an unbelievd· J.1rng with a world class
to

m

he

alf .:1the gym and ice rink, the
'be •oo facility holds 20,000
. ..!b borne to an interactive
3
ahall of fame, stores and

,.

.:;;,

>UI ~is located on Sixth and
IO 11ree1s, N.W., between G

and F streets in Chinatown. It's
close proximity 10 Howard University's campus makes it an attraction
for many HU students to work and
play.
"I am a sports junkie. I've been
here three years and I haven't been
to any games because fUSAirways
Arena! is so far away and the seats
I can afford arc horrible," said Theo
Mitchell, a junior pharmacy major.
Mitchell said he will attend more
Wizards' and Hoya~• games since
they will be closer.
Fans will be impressed with the
arena's seating design. which does
not allow for a nose-bleed section.
Patrons of the center will have to
bypass the Capital Club on the club
level when they get hungry or they
can stop in the Velocity Grill to
watch sports. The Velocity Grill
seats I,700 people. The glass floor
on the second level Jets passers-by
sneak a peak of the Wizards prac-

tice court. Each booth is equipped
with a television that is hooked up
to Direct-TV. The restaurant has
over 80 screens throughout its three
floors.
The complex also contains the
National Sports Gallery, which features exhibits as well as interactive
games. The $9.50 admission opens
up a world of sport lore.
The locker rooms for the athletes
resemble mini houses and the
weight room is 11,000 square feet
of iron. The Capitals' have a locker room that includes a change
room. The Wizards' locker room is
7,500 square feet of luxury. And the
Hoyas also have their own locker
room.
The MCI Center has all the clements of a sports fairy tale-· good
food and interactive play. What
more could a sports junkie want.

~bl

By KA1u NTHA W HEATON

Sports Editor
Grambling State University head
football coach Eddie Robinson is
hanging up his hat and turning
over his team on Nov. 29. Robinson will end his career as coach to
a game that has become a legend.
The Bayou Classic between
Southern University and Grambling will be played in the
Louisiana Bayou in New Orleans
and has grown into one of the most
popular Black college football
games. The annual classic is
played every year on the Saturday
after Thanksgiving.
"The Bayou Classic is something
every Black person should attend
at some point. It's like Freaknic or
Mardi Gras in one," said Tijuanna
Douglas, a senior biology major.
Robinson is the winningest coach
in college football with 408 wins.

This year Robinson will use the
rivalry against Southern to try and
come up with another win.
Last week Robinson said goodbye to GSU after 57 years of
coaching in the final home game of
his career. N.C. A&T University
defeated the Tigers 37-35.
Robinson began coaching at
GSU in I 941. His career has not
only spanned decades. but also
families. Senior defensive tackle
DeCarlos Holmes is an example.
Robinson also coached Holmes'
father.
The only time in the last 57 years
Robinson has not coached a GSU
football team was during World
War II when the Tigers did not
field a team.
Former Washington Redskins
quarterback Doug Williams is in
the front running to be named
Williams successor. Williams
played for Robinson before taking
the Redskins to the Super Bowl

and winning Super Bowl XXU.
Lee Fobbs and Jerry Baldwin arc
also being considered. Fobbs is
also one of Robinson's former
players and is an assistant coach at
Baylor University.
Robinson's successor will be
named after the Bayou Classic.
The legend's record stands at 408163-15. Robinson has won nearly
every award possible for a college
coach. He is in the Southwestern
Athletic Conference, N AIA, Suger
Bowl, Pop Warner, Louisiana
Sports, Grambling National Association for Sports and Physical
Education halls of fame.
"Winning is not a sometime
thing. It's an all the Lime thing,"
Robinson said. "There is no room
for second or third place. In order
to win, you've got to pay the price.
It's not typical of Grambling not to
pay the price."
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T11E HILLTOP

HILLTOPICS

All HILLTOPICS are due, paid in
full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus
organizations for meetings, seminars or non-profit events are free
for IO words or less and $1 for
every additional five words. Campus announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for every additional five words.Local companies
are charged $10 for the first 20
words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and $ I for every
additional five words. Color Hill•
topic• aro an addlllc>nal S2.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Thnnk Ood Jt'~ Frldar
Friday prayer and sermonwil be conducted every week @ l p.m.- 1st floor
of the Carnegie Building. (near Douglass Hall). Public classes beld Sundays @ 2pm. As-salaamu AlaHmm wa
Rahmatullah
GAY. LESBlAN, BISEXUAL. OR
TRANSGENDER? WELCOME TO
. "OXALA" 202-484-7815
Arc Roman Caiholics Really Christians? A Discussion and Explanation
Weds. 7 pm Lower Rankin Chapel
Sponsored by the Newman Club of
Howard University. President:
Lusekelo Mbsia, Moderator: Rev. Fr.
Jerry Hargrove
The Finer Women of Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc., Alpha Chapter invite
you to our annual 'Iba Social Zeta Excellence without Exception
Blackburn Center at 3:20 pm, Nov. 23,
1997
EpiscopaVAnglican Ministry join
Holy Eucharist/Bible Study r:very
Wednesday @ Noon College of Medicine room 206.
Enjoy delicious Krispy Kreme
Doughnuts and help the community.
Putchase a dozen of Krispy Kttme
doughnuts for $3.00/box. Remember
pick up today. Nov. 21, I 997 at Blackburn Center between 11:00-2:00
EpiscopaVAnglican Ministry
EpiscopaUAnglican students association meets Friday @ 7pm in Carnegie.
Join Eucharist Sunday 9 am in
Carnegie Chapel
Howard Unh,:rsity. support the community for Creative Nonviolence Shelter with the Lltdies of Zeta Phi Beta donate Goodstuff Gift Boxes. The
deadline is November 25, I997. Call
Tianna 202-332-0624 for more info.
The Brothers of Phi Sigma Pi National Honor Fraternity Inc., Alpha 'lllu
Chapter v,ould like to thank all of the
members of the Howard Uni,-enity
Communit}' who supported us in our
Raffie. We would also like to congratulate the six winners : Arnis Mack,
Mariana Newcomb, Frank Maloba.
Nina Rh-em, Ann-Marie Pressbwg,
Kim Pulle~
Interested 111 Graduate cbools7 Don't
miss Wednesdays Sociology Club
Meeting.

UlilQUtl'Y
n~,-<11 wtuntc~r.. f\)f HU 110-~pilal &
Slckli.' Ct'll DI t>ll l' A~~oc. Chlldron's
X•M~ Part) CPnta,·1Jaha m, &65-

0050.
OBIQUl'l'Y need volunteers for Xmas Party contact Jaha lfe 865-0050
ROSA presents SWAl'CA!!! '16day,
Main Yard, Noon
'16 all Student Orgaruzauons Interested in helping HUSA with our Holiday
Community Service project. Please
contact Candace @ 806-7007
ROSA presents ... "The Gilt '!fee &
X-mas Party. Friday, Dec. 5th, 3pm
Blackburn Ballroom.
OGSA 1s now acceptmg proposals tor
the 1998 Spring Black Arts Festival.
All aplications are due on Dec. I, 1997
@ 5pm!!
1-80o-SAvES-S0%-- "locred1ble Collect Call Savings!" To Place a call:
Dial 1-800-SAVES-50%, Enter the
Area Code and Tolephone Number you
wish to call.
'lfilcing Charge of Change: Afitrmmg
Our Values
Interested in volunteering for the
NCWW National Convention call 8650042
interested in community service?
NCWW General Body Meeting Tues.
Nov. 25, Blackburn Forum. All men
and women welcomed 865-0042
Jom the Nauonal Council of Negro
Women for Call to Chapel Sun. Nov.
23, 1997
'IlirkeyGrams Every Wednesday &
Thursday Starting Nov. 12th Blackburn Center.
'!be ln1ernat1ooal Fraternny ol
Delta Sigma Pi Iota Rho Chapter
Congratulates the Fall Class of 1997
IP 339 Antione 1yler
IP340
Sparkle Hill
IP 341
Ebony Evans
IP 342
Patiya Freely
IP 343
Ricky McNeil, Jr
IP 344
Raebel Charles
JP 345
Titi Odunfa
IP
346 Joanita Ricketss
IP
347 Satannia Salmon
IP 348 Arlcisha Bridgeman
IP 349 'Irenill Brewer

SERvlCES
S'i'UDEN'i'S 1'ACUCl'V S'IAFF 'l'OP
PRICES PAID FOR USED AND
UNWANTED TEXTBOOKS WITH
RESALE VALUE. TAJ BOOK SERVICE 202-722-0701, 1-800-223-TAJO

CAPCII Y
NEGRO LEAGUE COLLECTION
WORLD'S FRESHEST BASEBALL
CAPS 202-722-0701, 1-800-223-TAJO
Allison Dauccue made $15,000 as a
high school senior last year by signing

up friends for a discount telephone
service called Excel. Allison a freshman at Point Loma Naz College in San
Diego used the money to pay her first
year of college. She worked eight
hours a week. taking potential customers out to lunch making a 19
minute pitch. It paid off. You can make
your own work schedule too. You can
do just about anything and a few bucks
to show for it. If you are interested
how you can earn money while learning at school CaJI 202-544-4007 ask
for Carole.

FOR RENT
Neal, clean basement el1tc1cncy
apartment near 11th and U streets.
$490 + utilities. Gas stove. Gas heal.
Washer/dryer. 202-488-861 7.
House or Rooms 4 Rent Harvard St.
Quiet, Conv. 4 BDRM, 2 BA, Den,
W/W, WO, Disp. $975 202-389-5904
Chnsuao female graduate student
needs 3 female responsible, quiet graduat.e students for roomates. 4 bedroom
house in NE Deenwood. Metro accessible. 301 -431-3644.
House 4 Rent
4 Bdrm. 2 bath, kit, den/living,
ww,w/d, disposal
Harvard St., convenient, quiet $975.
Isl month $675. 202-389-5904
Spacious house 4 bedroom, security,
wash/dry, cable ready. Short walk to
campus. metro shopping. $950 + utilities. 202-678-5964
2 Bedroom apartments, renovated
security building, walk to campus,
$550 and $575 plus. 301-680-8105
Nw 2216 llih St. 61w Fla. & w.
Updated 2 BR apt in secure bldg
where other Howard Students live.
$600 + gas + electric + I mo. security
deposit. 703-824-0069.

HELP WANTED
Portune 5000-- Earn big mcome
while you work @ home. no hype just
big weekly checks, everyone loves it!
Call us immediately @800-8 11-214 1

RELIABLE SPRING BREAR
TOURS
Bahamas, Cancun & Ski Trips! FREE
FOOD & FREE DRINKS! Sign Up
before Nov.30. Organize a group-travel
free. Call for Details and free
brochure. Call 1(888)SPRING
BREAK Today!!
Need Holiday money earn $230-SSOo
/wk. Fun job, flexible hours, I block
from campus call today 202-667-5500
Seeking Grad Student for second
semester child development. Must
have own car. Please call 202-3637114
..MAD SCIEN'l'IS'I S" needed to lead
fun science activities for kids in elem.
schools and parties. Must have exper.
working with up to 20 lcies at a time.
NEED CAR. Interest in Science or Ed.
helpful. Training provided. PT opportunities. $15-30/1 hr. program. 301924-6767.
Aucouoo Dec, Graduates: Do you
have a background in education, government or international relations? If
so, we bnvc a perfect opportunity for
you working with High School Student
leaders. Non-profit civics educational
organization seeks faculty for a series
of 6 day leadership conferences in
Washington, D.C. Full time employment, must be available days, evenings
and weekends. Must hold at least a
Bachelor's degree. Dates of employment: Jan. 12, 1998- March 15, 1998.
Send resume with cover letter by Dec.
3, I997 to KF, CYLC, 15 11 K St. NW,
#842, Washington. DC 20005. Check
out our web site at www.cylc.org for
more information about us. NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE.
Earn $ hos11ng pames lor students.
Create your own schedule. Promotional gifts & ruu training provided. Must
be outgoing. Opportunity to hire &
train others. Great income!! Call Jill
@ (800)592-2121 ex. 197
SALE
PERSONAL
'lb iiD the No Llnill Soldiers, Good
Luck Tonight, Love Def Jam.
Thanks tor all ihose who celebrated
UGSA week with us.
Jo)o the last laugh 1s on YOO!!!
Madam President Mrushn On be6all
of the Brotherhood THANK YOU for
all your hard work thoughout this
process and for Sunday dinner. The
food was delicious. Much Love-DSP
Miss VPPE- Fall '97 K1va h was a
pure delight to see you on Sunday. I
know you were proud of your KIDS
but please know that the Brotherhood
was extremely proud of you. Your hard
work and dedication was truly appreciated. Much Love-DSP
Zerline, Have a sale happy tflp home
10 Cali. and remember that you are
going 10 come back better than NEW!!
Nikia
Happy 8 -day Earnest. Giving me 22
roses for your birthday would really
make me happy. Love you, Debra
Pulse Page Stafl wnters, Freelancers
(old and new): Erika, Timika. Brandi,
Amber, Patrick, Jeff, Phil, Angela,
Clarence, Kameisha, Charisse, Adam,
Arrelle, Tikeyah, Thnyika, zalc, Asha -·
Thanks, and keep up the good work!
Let's continue to entertain and educate
HU next semester. Z
MoMo, I just wanted to say thanks a
bunch for putting up with my changing
attitudes. You're the best and I always
can count on you. I love you.
LalGesha, I hope you lee! better soon.
Thanks for being there during the good
and bad. Your friend, L.L.B.
My lellow H,lltoppers: Extended
hours, headaches, early morning workshops, long meetings, no sleep, disputes, issues, brainstorming. potlucks,
supporting, bonding, men1oriog, writing, writing, writing .. Il's been fun.
Can't wait tiJ I next semester. Z

Wrappin'Heads by Fatima
Student Special Tues-Fri
Full Bonded Weaves
)LUl\.1
for only $70
Sewn in Weave for $100
$35 Retouch Special
(open on Sundays)
Shampoo, Wrap & Curl ... $25.00
Hair Cuts ... $10.00 & up
Hair Color ... $15.00 & up
1ILL
Straw 1\vist ... Prices Vary
TAM
Professional Natural Hair Stylist
ROl'v
Professional Weaves/Braids ...
rLOE
Press and Curl ... $35.00
Braid Removal Services ... Prices vary
LU S
Press & Curl ... $35.00
:xr1.
Pedicure & Manicure ... $25.00
)EFI
Full Set .. $25.00
~2,
Fill-ins ... $15.00 Designs included
Open early and late 7 days per week for your convenience. We use t
highest quality products: Nexus & Paul Mitchell, Motions, MizanCIT'
We accept ATM and all major credit cards.
lTUl
Convenient location across from Howard University
)VE
Certified Hair Colorist

2632 Georgia Avenue NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 986-3767
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Now Youye Heard the Hype, Feel The Hype!
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LIVE
NIGHTCLUB

Proudly Present

DC's Top Gun DJ
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Hip-Hop, Go-Go, Old School, R&B,
Bass, House
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life"-ggae (Bashment Style)

Plush V.I.P. Lounge
Billiards · .
Washington's Largest Entertainment Complex
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932 F Street, NW DC

(one block from Gallery Place Metro)

1he Mad Power Unit Loves You.! At Mecca... Stvle is Essential.
~__,,_~~>::;~M_a_nagement will be selective. For Info Call, 20f.347.7200

